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Brewery and Distillery
Business Entity Selection,
Formation, Finance, and
Insurance

Topics To Be Covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LLC vs. Partnership vs. Corporation
Tax Considerations
Operational Issues
Documentation and State Filing Requirements
Structuring, Management, and Governance
Insurance Concerns
Drafting and Negotiating Formation Agreements
Crowdfunding and other Financing Challenges
Language for Employee Handbooks and Policies
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Entity Formation
• Partnership

• Occurs when two or more people agree to conduct business together.
• No specific documentation is required before a partnership is formed.

Entity Formation
• Limited Liability Partnership

• Partners in an LLP have limited personal liability.
• Governed by its own state law separate and distinct from the law of a
general partnership.
• General partners v. limited partners.
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Entity Formation
• Subchapter S Corporation (“S Corp”)
•
•
•
•
•

Must make an election with the IRS
Restrictions on who can own shares of an S Corp.
All shareholders have the same rights
Possible SE Tax Minimization
Preferable to C Corporation for small, closely held businesses (no
double tax)

S Corp vs. LLC
• FICA Tax Minimization – S Corp
• Flexibility – LLC
• BUT: DON’T WORRY: Most state corporation and LLC
statutes provide for a mechanism to convert an LLC to a
corporation and a corporation to an LLC
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Tax Considerations

Operational Issues
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Documentation and
State Filing
Requirements

Standard Documents
S Corporation

LLC

• Articles of Incorporation
• Bylaws
• Initial Written Actions of
Shareholders/Directors
• Shareholder Controls
Agreement (w. Buy-Sell
Provisions)
• Form SS-4
• Form 2553 (S Election)

•
•
•
•

Articles of Organization
Operating Agreement
Initial Written Actions
Form SS-4
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Structuring,
Management, and
Governance

Insurance Concerns

8

Drafting and
Negotiating Formation
Agreements

Crowdfunding and Other
Financing Challenges
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Investment
Capital
What is a
Security?

Investment Capital – Private Offerings
of Securities
• 1933 Act default requires
registration of any
securities offering
• Alternative: find an
applicable exemption from
registration
• Also need to find an
exemption from
registration under state
Blue Sky Laws (each state
where an investor resides)
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Key Concept:
Accredited
Investors

Investment Capital
• Section 4(2)
• Regulation D

• Rule 504
• Rule 505
• Rule 506 (now 506(b))
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JOBS Act: a Game Changer for Startups
• JOBS Act eases some of the
most onerous restrictions
on raising capital
• General Solicitation
(506(c))
• Equity Crowdfunding
• Regulation A+

Structuring a
Private Offering
• What percentage of
ownership to sell?
• Difference between
voting and financial
rights
• Preferred distributions
• “Sunset” provisions –
call rights, put rights,
etc.
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Language for
Employee
Handbooks
and Policies

Employee vs. Independent Contractor
• Why does it matter if a worker is deemed an employee – withholding taxes
apply and worker may be eligible for benefits
• Misclassified worker = fines, penalties and taxes for employer
• There is no one factor; the IRS has twenty factors
• Look at the level of control that the business owner has over the worker
• More control
employee
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Brewery and Distillery Business Entity Selection, Formation,
Finance and Insurance
Submitted by Jeffrey C. O’Brien
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A. LLC vs. Corporation


A business organization is governed by both the laws of the jurisdiction in which it
organizes and the laws of all jurisdictions in which it conducts business. This section is
an introduction to the major concepts a brewery or distillery may face upon organization
and should not be relied upon for any particular jurisdiction.



An entrepreneur must first decide under which entity type it will operate. Most likely, the
choice will come down to LLC, S-Corp, or C-Corp.



There are many factors to consider when choosing an entity type, including liability,
raising capital and control, and taxation.


1. Limited Liability Company (LLC)
a. Governing Law: Governed by state statute. The affairs of an LLC are governed
predominantly through its various governance documents. The most prevalent
governance document is the operating agreement, which defines the rights and
duties of the LLC's members.
b. Formation: File articles of organization with the proper state office, typically the
Secretary of State. The limited required articles include the name of the LLC, the
LLC's in-state address, its organizer(s), the number of membership interests
authorized, and the duration it is to exist.
c. Management: Owners are called members. An LLC can have one or more
members. The LLC can be member-managed, which means that its members
perform the day-to-day management of the company, or it can be managermanaged, wherein managers control the management and governance of the
company. In Minnesota, the LLC can also be board-managed, where there are one
or more governors who designate officers and managers to act for the LLC who
have limited authority granted by the board.
d. Capital Contributions: An LLC can receive capital contributions by any and all
of it members, in the form of any consideration, such as money, real property,
personal property, or services for the company.
e. Pass Through Taxation Benefits: Unless it chooses otherwise, an LLC is taxed
as a pass-through entity, which means that the taxation passes through to the LLC
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members based on the member's individual ownership interest. However, the
members are taxed for their ownership interest regardless of whether or not they
received any actual distributions in that tax year.
f. Limited Personal Liability: Members are not personally liability for the
obligations and debts of the LLC beyond their initial capital contributions,
provided that corporate formalities are observed by the members.
g. Newer Form with Flexibility: Not well-developed set of case law. LLC
flexibility often results in a limitation of duties owed to minority owners.
However, LLCs can be tailored to meet nearly any situation and are the most
widely used business entities currently.
2. Corporation: C-Corporation and S-Corporation
a. Governing Law: State statutes govern. Most states have well-developed case law
to interpret statutes governing corporations. Articles of incorporation, bylaws or
shareholder control agreements create and enforce the rights and duties of a
corporation's shareholders.
b. Formation: Both the S-Corp and C-Corp are separate legal entities formed by a
state filing. These documents, typically called the Articles of Incorporation or
Certificate of Incorporation, are the same for both S-Corps and C-Corps.
c. Management Structure: Both have shareholders, directors and officers.
Shareholders are the owners of the company and elect the board of directors, who
in turn oversee and direct corporation affairs and decision-making, but are not
responsible for day-to-day operations. The directors elect the officers to manage
daily business affairs.
d. Liability Protection: Shareholders are not personally liable for any debts or
obligations beyond the amount of capital they have contributed to the corporation,
unless the corporation fails to follow proper corporate formalities.
e. Corporate Formalities: Both are required to follow the same internal and
external corporate formalities and obligations, such as adopting bylaws, issuing
stock, holding shareholder and director meetings, filing annual reports, and
paying annual fees.
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f. Taxation: Taxation is often considered the most significant difference for small
business owners when evaluating S-Corporations versus C-Corporations.
(1)

C-Corporations: Separately taxable entities. They pay taxes at the

corporate level. They also face the possibility of double taxation if corporate
income is distributed to business owners as dividends, which are considered
personal income. Tax on corporate income is paid first at the corporate level and
again at the individual level on dividends.
(2)

S-Corporations: Pass-through tax entities. They do not pay income, tax at

the corporate level. The profits/losses of the business are instead "passed-through"
the business and reported on the owners' personal tax returns. Any tax due is paid
at the individual level by the owners.
g. Corporate ownership: C-Corporations have no restrictions on ownership, but SCorporations do. The S-Corporation must meet certain characteristics such as:
(1)

it cannot have more than 100 shareholders;

(2)

its shareholders must be individuals;

(3)

its shareholders must be citizens or residents of the United States;

(4)

it must be organized in the United States; and

(5)

it can only issue one class of stock.

C-Corporations therefore provide a little more flexibility when starting a business if you
plan to grow, expand the ownership or sell your corporation.
B. Tax Considerations
1. LLC: May be taxed as:
a. a disregarded entity if it has one member. The member experiences complete pass
through taxation. The member gets taxed on all profits based on tax bracket,
whether distributed or not; or
b. a partnership if it has multiple members. The members experience complete pass
through taxation. The members get taxed on all profits based on their tax bracket
and ownership interest, whether distributed or not; or
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c. it may elect to be taxed as a corporation. The members experience incomplete
pass through taxation, which allows the company to retain earnings from year to
year and avoid being taxed regardless of a distribution.
2. Corporation
a. C-Corporation; Double Taxation: Taxed at the entity level as well as shareholder
level, who each get taxed individually for any distributions received from the
corporation.
b. S-Corporation; Pass Through Taxation: Shareholders are only taxed individually.
C. Structuring, Management and Governance
1. Management
a. LLC/Corporation: States may require an LLC or corporation to have certain
designated officers for assist in the company's day-to-day operations. These
officer positions may be held by one or more of the company's owners, but can
also be held by a non-owner. Officer positions will also often have statutorilydefined duties that can be general to each officer or specific to a particular
position, but can be altered with approval of the members or shareholders through
agreements. The officers must carry out their duties in the best interests of the
company and its owners.
i. LLC: Can be managed by its members, designated managers, or board of
governors. Managers and members of the board of governors can be, but
are not required to be, members of the LLC. The individuals responsible
for the management of the LLC may also delegate their authority to
officers, such as the president, vice president, secretary, or treasurer.
ii. Corporation: Typically, management is vested in the board of directors.
The board of directors serve the interests of the shareholders.


Closely Held Corporation: Generally, the shareholders will serve on
the board.

2. Fiduciary Duties: Individuals responsible for management and operations of a company
are generally required to adhere to the duty of care, duty of loyalty, and duty of good
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faith in discharging their duties on behalf of the company. If such individuals fail to
perform these duties, they may be liable to the company and its owners.
a. Duty of Care: A legal obligation which is imposed on an individual requiring
adherence to a standard of reasonable care while performing any acts that could
foreseeably harm others.
b. Duty of Loyalty: A legal obligation which requires fiduciaries to put the
corporation's interests ahead of their own. Corporate fiduciaries breach their duty
of loyalty when they divert corporate assets, opportunities, or information for
personal gain.
c. Duty of Good Faith: A general presumption that the parties to a contract will
deal with each other honestly, fairly, and in good faith, so as to not destroy the
right of the other party or parties to receive the benefits of the contract. It is
implied in every contract in order to reinforce the express covenants or promises
of the contract.
3. Corporate Formalities for LLC/Corporation: Must observe certain formalities in order
to maintain the limited liability shield extended to its members/shareholders .


Piercing the Corporate Veil: The legal standard for extending personal

liability varies by state, but the following suggestions help maintain the limited
liability shield after forming a limited liability entity:
a. Ensure the entity is sufficiently capitalized;
b. Document any payments to the legal entity from the owners as either paid-incapital or loans;
c. Do not commingle personal and business funds;
d. Do not pay owners in cash;
e. Owners should never use the business's cash or assets for personal use or pay
personal bills with company funds;
f. All of the entity's taxable income should be reported on the entity's tax returns and
tax returns should be filed promptly;
g. Shareholders who are actively involved in the business should receive a
"reasonable" pre-determined wage or salary for their services;
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h. All payments to shareholders should be clearly documented as being wages,
expense reimbursements, or profit distributions;
i. All expenses paid to shareholders should be reflected in formal expense
reimbursement reports, backed up by appropriate receipts and invoices;
j. Owners should not receive "profit distributions" if the entity is insolvent;
k. All creditors should be paid regularly before distributing any profits;
l. Any purchase of property, computers, equipment, etc. from shareholders should
be at commercially reasonable prices and terms and documented in formal written
agreement;
m. Obtain appropriate insurance for the type of business in question;
n. Prepare appropriate bylaws, operating agreements, etc.;
o. Hold annual meeting of directors, shareholder, or members and prepare the
minutes in a corporate minute book, which should reflect major corporate
transactions;
p. Hold elections and appoint officers and directors for the entity;
q. Obtain federal and state tax identification numbers;
r. Obtain sales tax exemption certificates;
s. Issue share certificates to owners (if corporation);
t. File annual registration statement with Secretary of State to remain in "good
standing" if the state law requires it;
u. Sign all contracts, agreements, purchases, plans, loan, investments, and accounts
in the name of and on behalf of the entity;
v. Train officers and directors how to sign contracts, purchase orders, and
agreements on behalf of the entity;
w. Register all "assumed names" being used by the entity;
x. Use the official corporate name on all letterhead, business cards, marketing
materials, coupons, websites, etc. to clearly notify third parties that the business
has limited liability;
y. If possible, run the business profitably and pay dividends/profit distributions to
the owners periodically; document the same;
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z. Avoid entering into transactions or incurring debts when the company is
insolvent;
aa.

Avoid having the dominant owner siphon funds from the business;

bb.

Ensure that all officers and directors have a meaningful voice in the

business, participate in decision-making, and periodically meet and vote on major
corporate decisions;
cc.

Avoid using the corporation merely as a façade for individual dealings.

D. Drafting and Negotiating Formation Agreements
1. General Governance Documents
a. Drafting formation agreements is very important for memorializing the rights,
responsibilities, and expectations of a business's owners, officers, managers, or
board members.
b. ‘Governance documents often expressly provide provisions regarding the
decision-making process, profit and loss allocations and distributions, fiduciary
duties, conduct and procedures for meetings, and delegation of officer positions
and duties.
c. A few examples of agreements: operating, member control, partnership,
shareholder control, buy-sell, bylaws.
2. Additional Brewery/Distillery Provisions
a. Include provisions that require all proposed members, shareholders, directors or
officers to pass the appropriate TTB background check process.
b. Include provisions that require all proposed members, shareholders, directors or
officers to pass any applicable local requirements to obtain and hold a liquor
license or any other relevant local licensing requirements.
i. Include provisions that require the ownership in the business to be subject
to maintaining or passing any required local licensing.
ii. If the owner does not meet these standards or fails to maintain these
stands, the governance documents can establish procedures to terminate
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the relationship with the individual, including a forced buy-out of the
owner's interest in the company.
E. Capital Raising, Crowdfunding, and Other Financing Methods
1. Current Regulatory Landscape and Key Definitions
a. Generally: Nearly every means by which a company raises capital involves
securities laws. These laws regulate the manner in which securities are sold, the
amount of money that may be raised, the persons to whom the securities may be
offered, and the method by which investors may be solicited.
b. Federal Registrations and Exemptions: As a general rule, in order to comply
with Federal securities laws, a person selling a security must either:
i. "register" such sale with the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) or
ii. identify a specific exemption that allows such sale to be conducted
without registration.


SEC registration is time consuming and expensive.



For most small businesses, SEC registration is not a feasible option.

c. State Blue Sky Laws: In addition, an issuer selling securities must adhere to blue
sky laws in each state where the securities are being sold, all of which vary from
each other.
2. Private Placements
a. Section 4(2): The most common federal exemption entrepreneurs rely on is
Section 4(2) of the Securities Act, which exempts "transactions...not involving
any public offering" - i.e., a private placement. A company seeking to determine
whether an offering will be exempt from registration under Section 4(2) will need
to evaluate a number of factors which, although routinely addressed by courts,
seldom lead to a definitive answer as to whether an offering is a "public offering"
under Section 4(2). Different courts emphasize different factors critical to the
Section 4(2) exemption, no single one of which necessarily controls. The factors
are guidelines, and include:
i. Offeree qualification (i.e., whether the investors are sophisticated);
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ii. Manner of the offering (i.e., whether the company will engage in
advertising or other promotional activities);
iii. Availability and accuracy of information given to offerees and purchasers
(i.e., whether the people to whom the company proposes to sell securities
have access to basic financial information about the company);
iv. The number of offerings and number of purchasers (i.e., whether the
company solicited investment from a large group of people); and;
v. Absence of intent to redistribute (i.e., whether the people to whom the
company proposes to sell securities have an intention to hold the securities
for investment purposes - generally for a minimum holding period of 24
months).
b. Regulation D: The SEC provides a clear set of "safe harbor" rules that issuers can
follow to ensure that they are conducting a valid private placement under Section
4(2). The most common safe harbors that small companies have customarily
relied upon in conducting private placements are Rule 504 and Rule 506 (now
called Rule 506(b) - see below).
i. General Solicitation: Rule 502(c) provides that "neither the issuer nor
any person acting on its behalf shall offer or sell the securities by any form
of general solicitation or general advertising, including, but not limited to,
the following:
1. any advertisement, article, notice or other communication
published in any newspaper, magazine, or similar media or
broadcast over television or radio; and
2. any seminar or meeting whose attendees have been invited by any
general solicitation or advertising." In general, this means that
issuers will need to have a substantial pre-existing relationship
with a potential investor before making an offer of securities under
Rule 504 or Rule 506(b).
ii. Accredited investor: Under Rule 501(a), an accredited investor is a
person who meets certain qualifications and, therefore, is deemed able to
protect himself or herself in making investment decisions without
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additional protections under the securities laws, such as those obtained
through the SEC registration process and the public disclosure of
information about the company that is made through the process of
becoming an SEC reporting company. There are several ways to qualify as
an accredited investor with the most common being:
1. an individual with at least $200,000 (or $300,000 jointly with a
spouse) in annual income over the past 2 years or at least $1
million in net worth (excluding the value of a principal residence);
or
2. an entity in which all of the equity owners are accredited investors
or the entity has at least $5 million in net assets.
3. The "Old Rules" For Raising Capital
a. Rule 504: Generally speaking, Rule 504 allows companies to raise up to $1
million from an unlimited number of accredited and non-accredited investors
(subject to counterpart state Blue Sky registrations and exemptions). Companies
are not permitted to engage is general solicitation except for in states where the
securities have been registered or states that provide an exemption from
registration that allows the company to generally solicit to accredited investors
only.
i. State law counterpart:- Limited Offering Exemption: Most states have a
"limited offering" exemption that is often relied on by companies who are
conducting Rule 504 offerings. Normally, sales by a company to no more
than 35 non-accredited investors (and an unlimited number of accredited
investors) during any 12 consecutive months are exempt from registration.
b. Rule 506: Rule 506 is the most common "safe harbor" relied on by companies
conducting private placements. Generally speaking, Rule 506 allows an issuer to
raise an unlimited amount of capital from an unlimited number of accredited
investors and up to 35 non-accredited investors. However, if even one nonaccredited investor becomes a purchaser in the offering, then the company must
provide all investors with a very detailed disclosure document that satisfies other
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SEC requirements. For this reason, the practical reality is that Rule 506 offerings
are usually restricted to accredited investors only.
i. State law counterpart: Securities issued in reliance on Rule 506 are
considered Federal "covered securities" and the offer and sale of such
securities are exempt from registration as long as the issuer makes a notice
filing.
ii.
4. The "New" Rules: Jumpstart Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act: On April 5, 2012,
Congress passed the JOBS Act in an effort to foster job growth by modernizing Federal
securities laws. The JOBS Act consisted of three key parts that are relevant for securities
crowdfunding:

Title II
Advertising in Connection
with Sales to Accredited
Investors
Also called Rule 506(c)

Title III
Crowdfunding for All

SEC released proposed rules
in October 2013
Became effective in October The proposed rules have been
2013
almost universally criticized
Growing in popularity
Revised rules went into effect
in May 2016

Title IV
Reg A+/”Mini-IPOs”
SEC released final rules in
March 2015
Became effective in June
2015
Not very useful for small
businesses

a. Title II and Rule 506(c) - Advertising to Accredited Investors: In late 2013,
the SEC (pursuant to the authority granted to it under Title II of the JOBS Act),
finalized new Rule 506(c) which allows companies to generally solicit (or
advertise) their securities offerings so long as all of the investors who actually
purchase securities in the offer are accredited. This means that companies may
now talk about their offerings in public seminars, send out email blasts, push
offering information out on social media sites, as well as run ads on TV, radio,
and the Internet. Companies who comply with Rule 506(c) are now free to talk
about their offering to whomever they want (including non-accredited investors).
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Companies who generally solicit under Rule 506(c) may only sell the securities to
accredited investors.
(1) Verification Steps: Using Rule 506(c), however, comes with certain
additional compliance requirements. Companies must take additional steps to
verify that all purchasers actually are accredited. In Rule 506(c), the SEC
listed several non-exclusive methods that are deemed to satisfy the
verification requirements (provided that the issuer does not have knowledge
that the purchaser is non-accredited). The "safe harbors" include:
(i)

Income verification by checking federal tax forms, including W-2'

s and tax returns, and a statement by the investor that he or she expects
enough income in the current year to remain accredited;
(ii)

Net worth verification by checking a recent credit report (with the

past 3 months) and bank or investment account statements, together with a
written representation from the purchaser that he or she has disclosed all
liabilities necessary to make a determination of net worth; and
(iii)

Certification of accredited investor status by a registered broker-

dealer, SEC-registered investment advisor, licensed attorney, or CPA who
has verified the purchaser's accredited investor status.
Comparison of Rules 504, 506(b) and 506(c)
Rule 504

Rule 506(b)

Rule 506(c()

Up to $1M

Unlimited

Unlimited

Can I advertise the sale

No, unless coupled

No, unless coupled

Yes.

of my securities?

with a state exemption

with a state exemption

or registration that

or registration that

allows advertising.

allows advertising.

To whom can I sell

Anyone.

Unlimited number of

Unlimited number of

securities?

However, counterpart

accredited investors.

accredited investors

How much money can I
raise?

state exemptions or
registrations may

Up to 35 non-

impose additional

accredited investors if
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restriction on number to you believe they are
non-accredited

“sophisticated”.

investors
Do I have to comply

No, but counterpart

No, if only accredited

with SEC’s formal

state exemption or

investors are included.

information delivery

registration may

requirements?

impose additional

Yes, if any non-

requirements.

accredited investors are

No.

included.
Do I have to verify that

No, accredited

No, accredited

Yes, you must take

any accredited

investors can “self-

investors can “self-

“reasonable steps” to

investors are truly

certify”.

certify”.

verify that the investors

accredited?

are, in fact, accredited.

b. Title III "retail" crowdfunding and Regulation CF: Title III of the JOBS Act
was meant to democratize the business funding process by allowing nonaccredited individuals the opportunity to participate online and invest into private
companies. The SEC delayed releasing final rules for years, and the system finally
went live in May 2016. Issuers must comply with multiple requirements and
limitations, namely:


Issuer may only raise up to $1M in any 12-month period.



Individual investor limits:
o If the investor's annual net income OR net worth is < $100k, then
the investor may invest the greater of: (a) $2,000; or (b) 5% of the
investor's annual income or net worth.
o If the investor's annual net income AND net worth is > $100k, then
the investor may invest 10% of the investor's annual income or net
worth



Investors are subject to a $100k max across all Reg CF offerings in any
12-month period.



Issuer must provide financial statements based on offering size:
o < $100k -› Internally prepared, certified statements
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o $100k - $500k 4 CPA reviewed statements
o $500k - $1M -› CPA audited financials (or CPA reviewed
statements if the issuer is a first time user of the system).


Issuer must file a robust disclosure document with the SEC.



Issuer is subject to annual SEC reporting obligations.



Offerings must be made through registered portals. The portals must be
either (a) registered with the SEC as a broker-dealer; or (b) registered as a
portal operator with the SEC and be a member of FINRA.

c. Title IV and Regulation A+: Reg A+, which went into effect in June 2015, has
been described as a mini-IPO or "IPO-Lite," in that it allows nearly any company
with principal offices in the U.S. or Canada to use internet crowdfunding to raise
up to $50 million per year from any number of both accredited and non-accredited
investors under a regulatory scheme that is far less burdensome than that of a
traditional IPO. There is no prohibition on general solicitation, and offering
companies are not required to independently verify the sophistication (income or
net worth) of their investors. Corporations, limited liability companies, and
limited partnerships can take advantage of Reg A+'s two-tiered offering scheme
and can sell nearly all types of securities, including equity, debt, and debt
securities convertible into equity securities. Furthermore, the securities issued in
Reg A+ will be unrestricted and freely transferable. One of the most exciting
changes for companies seeking to raise capital under Reg A+ is that Tier 2
offerings are not subject to state Blue Sky registration and merit review (further
explained below).
a. Tier 1: Tier 1 offerings are largely similar to old Regulation A offerings,
but the old limit of $5 million raised in a 12-month period per issuer has
now been increased to $20 million. Unlike Tier 2, there is no limit on the
amount a non-accredited investor may invest in any Tier 1 offering.
i. State Registration: Tier 1 still requires that offerors register under
the Blue Sky laws of every state in which money is raised.
However, the NASAA (North American Securities Administrators
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Association) recently launched a multi-state coordinated review
program for Regulation A offerings that, if successful, would allow
an issuer to register with multiple states by filing just one package
with a relatively quick turnaround time. This could make Tier 1
much more attractive for many issuers, given its lower cost.
ii. Reporting: Tier 1 is less burdensome than Tier 2 in terms of SEC
requirements for initial filing and ongoing reporting. Tier 1 does
not require audited financial statements nor ongoing reporting. The
only requirement is that offering companies file a Form 1-Z to
report the completion of their offering.
b. Tier 2: Under Tier 2, companies are allowed to raise up to $50 million in
a 12-month period and, most importantly, there is no requirement that the
offering company register under any state Blue Sky laws because the
federal Reg A+ preempts state law. Tier 2 offerings must only be
registered with and approved by the SEC. On the other hand, Tier 2 limits
investment by non-accredited investors to the greater of 10% of their
annual income or net worth, excluding their primary residence, per
offering. Tier 2 also includes substantially more onerous reporting
requirements than Tier 1.
i. Audited Financial Statements: Tier 2 issuers must provide the
SEC with two years of audited financial statements before
approval, while Tier 1 issuers only need to provide "reviewed"
statements.
ii. Ongoing Reporting: After a successful Tier 2 raise, Tier 2 issuers
who have 300 or more record holders of the security offered must
also file the following ongoing reports:
1. Detailed annual reports, using Form 1-K;
2. Semiannual reports, using Form 1-SA, including unaudited
interim financial statements and a management discussion;
and
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3. Current event reports, using Form 1-U, reporting all
fundamental changes.
Comparison of Rule 506(c), Reg CR and Reg A+

Maximum Dollars

Title II

Title III

Regulation A+

Regulation A+

Rule 506(c)

Reg CR

Tier 1

Tier 2

No maximum

$1 million per 12

$20 million per

$50 million per 12

months, including

12months

months

Raised

affiliates
Permitted Investors

Only Accredited

Anyone

Anyone

Anyone

Per-Investor Limits

None

Yes-depends on

None

For non-accredited

income and net

investors, 10% of income

worth of investor,

or net worth whichever is

and applies to all

more, per deal

Reg CF deals per
year.
General Solicitation

Yes

(Advertising)

Yes, but only

Yes

Yes

through portal

Permitted?
Testing the Waters

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Securities Sold

Yes (but not

Yes (required)

Yes (but not

Yes (but not required)

Through Third Party

required)

Permitted
required)

Portal?
Can Issuer Run Its

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Moderate

Substantial

Very substantial,

Very substantial, akin to a

akin to a registration

registration statement for

statement for a

public company.

Own Portal?
Pre-Sale Information
Required

public company.
Audited/Reviewed

No

Depends on size of

Financial Statements

offering; most first

Required?

time users will have
to provide reviewed
statements.
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No

Yes

Pre-Sale Approval

Title II

Title III

Regulation A+

Regulation A+

Rule 506(c)

Reg CR

Tier 1

Tier 2

No

No

Yes-submission

Yes-Submission must be

must be approved

approved by SEC; state

by SEC and the

approval not required.

Required

states where the
securities will be
sold (through a
coordinated
review).
Investor Verification

Verification

Self-certification

N/A

Self-certification

Moderate

None

Substantial ongoing

required
Ongoing Reporting

None

reporting, akin to a minpublic company, but
waived depending on
number of investors.
Length of Process

Fast

Moderate

Very Slow

Very Slow

5. Other Crowdfunding Methods
a. Rule 504 + State registration: Theoretically, a company may legally conduct a
small (less than $1 million) crowdfunding campaign by combing a Federal Rule
504 exemption with state registered offering.
i. General Solicitation under Rule 504: Rule 504 allows an issuer to
engage in general solicitation to accredited and non-accredited investors if
the issuer either:
1. Registers the offering exclusively in one or more states that require
a publicly filed registration statement and delivery of a substantive
disclosure document to investors; or
2. Registers and sells the offering in a state that requires registration
and disclosure delivery and also sells in a state without those
requirements, so long as the company delivers the disclosure
documents required by the state where the company registered the
offering to all purchasers (including those in the state that has no
such requirements).
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ii. SCOR Offering Option: Some states provide a simplified process for
"small corporate offering registrations" that otherwise are exempt from
Federal registration under Rule 504.
b. Federal intrastate exemption + State crowdfunding exemption
i. Section 3(a)(11) and Rule 147: Another lesser known Federal securities
exemption is the "intrastate" exemption embodied by Section 3(a)(11) of
the Securities Act and Rule 147 promulgated by the SEC. Generally
speaking, Section 3(a)(11) exempts from SEC registration any offering
that is confined to the borders of a single state. To qualify for this
exemption, the company must meet requirements of Rule 147, which
include:
1. The company must be incorporated in the state in which it is
offering the securities;
ii. The company must only sell the securities to individuals residing in that
state;
iii. 80% of the company's consolidated gross revenues must be derived from
the state in which the offering is conducted;
iv. 80% of the company's consolidated assets must be located within the state
in which the offering is conducted; and
v. 80% of the offering's net proceeds must be intended to be used, and
actually used, in connection with the operation of a business or real
property, the purchase of real property located in, or the rendering of
services, within the state in which the offering is conducted.
In addition to complying with the Federal "intrastate" exemption, the issuer must also satisfy the
requirements of the state crowdfunding exemption. The requirements vary on a state-by-state
basis, but they often impose:
i.

Limits on the amount of money the issuer can raise;

ii.

Limits on the amount of money that investors can invest (there are
usually different limits for accredited investors vs. non-accredited
investors);
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iii.

Disclosure requirements, including whether the issuer must provide
purchasers with audited or reviewed financial statements;

iv.

Escrow requirements;

v.

Use of third party Internet portal; and

vi.

Ongoing reporting requirements of the issuer.

c. General Solicitation in Intrastate Crowdfunding Offerings: There is no prohibition
in Section 3(a)(11) or Rule 147 regarding general solicitation as long as such
solicitation:


complies with applicable state law; and



does not result in an offer or sale to nonresidents of such state.

i.

SEC Guidance on Online Advertising: In recent months, the SEC has
provided guidance on how intrastate issuers can use the internet to
publicize their offerings without having those online advertisements result
in an offer or sale to nonresidents of that state.

a. Limiting Access to Out of State Residents: In April 2014, the SEC
clarified in Questions 141.03-141.05 that issuers hoping to utilize the Rule
147 exemption could use the Internet for general advertising and
solicitation if they implemented measures to limit the offers to people
within the issuer's state. In the context of an offering conducted within
state crowdfunding requirements, those measures have to include:
i. limiting access to information about a specific investment
opportunity to persons who confirm they are residents of the
relevant state "(for example, by providing a representation...such
as a zip code or residence address)" and
ii. providing a disclaimer and restrictive legend clarifying "that the
offer is limited to residents of the relevant state under applicable
law." (Question 141.04).
b. IP Address Blocking: In recent years, the SEC suggested what might be a
simpler method of limiting the offer to those within the relevant state. The
issuer can "implement technological measures" that limit any offers to
persons with an IP address originating within the issuer's state and prevent
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offers to any individuals outside of the issuer's state (Question 141.05).
However, the offer should still contain a disclaimer and restrictive legend.
Presumably, this clarification allows issuers to skip the opt-in step where
the viewer must verify they are residents of the relevant state before
viewing the solicitation or advertisement. The simplification could greatly
increase the number of views and potentially improve the effectiveness of
the communication.
6. Capital Raising Pitfalls
a. Rights of Ownership: When considering whether to engage in a private offering
to raise investment capital, a company must consider that investors will be owners
of the company following the offering (albeit likely constituting a minority stake
in the entity) and as, such, those investors will have certain rights afforded to
them by law.
b. Limited Liability Companies
i. Governance Rights: A member's governance rights (i.e., the right to vote
and control) in a limited liability company (LLC) depends upon whether
the LLC is member-managed, board-managed or manager-managed. If the
LLC is member-managed, each member has equal rights in the
management and conduct of the company's activities. Even if the LLC is
manager-managed, certain proposed actions require consent of the
members. In a board-managed LLC, while the board of governors
manages the LLC's affairs, the board is selected by a majority vote of the
members.
ii. Right to Profits: Unless otherwise provided in the LLC operating
agreement, each member is entitled to participate in any distribution(s) of
the company's profits (although as noted herein, some additional
incentives may be necessary).
iii. Right to Information: Members have the right to access information
from the LLC that is material to the member's interest as a member.
iv. Minority Rights Regarding Oppressive Conduct: A member does not
have the right to dissent from a proposed course of action and require the
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LLC to purchase his/her membership interest. However, some states
provide for certain rights and remedies upon a court finding of "oppressive
conduct" towards a minority member or members. Note, however, that the
LLC operating agreement can limit the remedies that a court may impose,
including but not limited to a court-ordered buyout.
c. Corporations
i. Voting Rights: Unless otherwise provided within the corporation's
articles of incorporation, a shareholder in a corporation has one vote per
share. In addition, even if the articles provide that the holders of a
particular class of shares are not entitled to voting rights, in some
instances, these shareholders are entitled to voting rights as a matter of
law.
ii. Rights to Information: Shareholders are entitled to inspect books and
certain records of the corporation.
iii. Dissenters Rights: Most significantly, a shareholder of a corporation may
dissent from, and obtain payment for the fair value of the shareholder's
shares in the event of certain actions.
d. Maintaining Control: Frequently in private offerings for startup ventures, the
capital contributed by investors through the offering often exceeds the amount of
capital contributed by the company's founders. This can prove problematic for the
founders seeking to maintain control of the entity by offering a minority
ownership stake in the company through the offering. However, various
incentives can be employed to make ownership of a minority interest in the
business more palatable for investors.
e. Changes to Terms of Offering; Rescission Offers: Frequently a prospective
investor will propose a counteroffer which differs from the terms outlined in the
offering document. If accepted, be aware that changed terms for even a single
investor will trigger an obligation to make a rescission offer to prior investors.
7. Other Sources of Funds
a. Debt Financing: Before embarking upon a private offering, it is best to consult
with one or more lending institutions regarding a small business loan. Banks offer
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several small business loan programs, ranging from their own private loan
programs to those loan programs established by the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA). These types of programs are particularly useful when
seeking financing to acquire equipment and/or real estate, given the ability to
pledge these assets as collateral. Personal guaranties of those owners holding 20%
or more is also generally required.
b. "Gap" Financing: "Gap" financing refers to state and local financing incentives
that can bridge the gap between a bank loan and an equity capital investment.
i. State Initiatives: Some states have financing programs available for small
businesses. These initiatives provide financing to help add new workers
and retain high-quality jobs on a statewide basis. The focus is usually on
industrial, manufacturing, and technology-related industries to increase the
local and state tax base and improve economic vitality statewide.
ii. Local Financing Incentives: Some cities have financing programs and
incentives available for small businesses that locate within those cities.
For example, some cities have a "Two-Percent Loan" program. TwoPercent Loans provide financing to small businesses (retail, service or
light manufacturing) to purchase equipment and/or to make building
improvements. A private lender provides half the loan at market rate and
the City provides the rest, up to $50,000 at 2 percent interest (up to
$75,000 in designated neighborhood commercial districts). The loan term
is set by the private lender and can be for up to 10 years. Bank fees vary,
but the City charges a 1 percent origination fee with a minimum of $150
due at closing.
iii. Tax Increment Financing: Tax increment financing, or TIF, is a public
financing method that is used as a subsidy for redevelopment,
infrastructure, and other community-improvement projects. Through the
use of TIF, municipalities can dedicate future tax revenues of a "particular
business or group of businesses toward an economic development project
in the community.
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c. Kickstarter/Rewards Based Crowdfunding: In recent years, websites such as
Kickstarter.com

have

popularized

"rewards-based"

crowdfunding.

Kickstarter.com is a web portal that allows individuals to make a contribution to a
particular project in exchange for some reward, typically some type of tangible
product. Other variations of rewards-based crowdfunding include "founders
clubs" (often used by local breweries and distilleries) which offer a variety of
member benefits (but not any voting rights or share of profits in the enterprise so
as to steer clear of the definition of a "security") in exchange for payment of a
one-time membership fee. These types of rewards-based incentives should be
structured in a way that minimizes liability for the company; i.e., the terms and
conditions of membership should be in writing and should specify what happens
to the memberships if the company is sold or ceases to do business, that the
memberships are non-transferrable and that the membership does not carry with it
the rights of ownership.
8. Practical Considerations in Structuring a Private Offering
a. Put Rights: A put or put option is a device which gives the owner of the put the
right, but not the obligation, to sell his/her shares, at a specified price (the put
price), by a pre-determined date to a given party (typically the company).
b. Call Rights: In contrast to put rights, call rights or a call option refers to the right,
but not the obligation, to buy an agreed number of shares within a certain time for
a certain price (the "call price"). The seller is obligated to sell his/her shares to the
buyer if the buyer so decides.
c. Preferred Distributions: In some instances, it may be necessary or advantageous
to incentivize potential investors by including a preferred distribution for
investors. Most closely held companies give their board the discretion to make (or
not make) distributions of profits and the amount of such distributions. A
preferred distribution constitutes the company's contractual obligation to pay a
minimum amount to the holders of such preferred distribution rights ahead of
making any discretionary distributions to all owners. Often times preferred
distributions are "cumulative", meaning that a preferred distribution which is not
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made in one year cumulates and is to be paid when the company has funds
available to pay it.
d. Preferential/Accelerated Distributions: In regards to general distributions of
profits, in order to maintain governing control of the company following a private
offering, and in addition or alternative to preferred distributions it may be
necessary to offer investors a distribution preference. For example, suppose the
investors as a group own 40% of the company. A distribution preference would be
to make 60% of the company's operating distributions to the investor class for a
period of years until the investors recoup their initial investment. Upon doing so,
distributions would then be made pro rata based upon ownership percentages.
e. Written Agreement. All of these mechanisms should be included in a written
agreement between the owners (an operating agreement for an LLC or a
shareholder agreement for a corporation), and new investors should be required to
execute a joinder to the agreement in order to bind themselves to the agreement.
The Regulatory Framework at the Local, State and Federal Levels
A.

Federal
i. Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB)
a) The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB) regulates craft beer at the federal
level. (Brew Law 101 at 59).
b) Anyone brewing beer for sale must obtain a Brewer’s Notice from the TTB. You can find
the form online at their website but be aware the process can take on average 129 days. Id.
c) The application requires a heavy amount of paperwork, including personal information for
every officer, director, and shareholder who holds at least 10% interest in the company. Id.
ii. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
a) Federally regulates any “facility that manufactures, processes, packs, or holds food or
beverages – including alcoholic beverages – for consumption in the United States.” Id at
60.
b) You must register with the FDA biannually, but there is no fee involved. Id.

B.

State
1.

Brewery License
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a.

Qualifications:







b.

Tax Liabilities:


c.

A permit cannot be issued is the applicant has any outstanding tax liabilities with
the SCDOR.
Sign Posting:





d.

An applicant must be 21 years of age, be of good moral character, be a legal
resident of the United States and if applying as a Sole Proprietor, must be a legal
resident of South Carolina for 30 days prior to submitting an application to this
Department.
The applicant must be the owner of the business seeking the permit and must not
previously have had a permit revoked within the past two (2) years.
All principals, officers, agents, and employees listed on the permit must be over
the age of 21 and be of good moral character. A current criminal history of not
more than 90 days old, on each principal, officer, and employee must accompany
this application.
Please check with the city and/or county authorities to ensure you are in
compliance with zoning laws and local business license requirements.

An agent of the SC Law Enforcement Division (SLED) must post and remove a
sign at the proposed place of business.
This sign must remain posted at the location for at least 15 days, and maybe
removed only by the SLED agent.
Permits will not be issued until the afternoon of the fourth day after the sign is
taken down; unless your published ad provides for a later date.
Newspaper Advertisements:



A notice of application must be placed at least once a week for three (3)
consecutive weeks in a newspaper approved by the department for your area.
This notice must:
o Be in the legal notices section of the newspaper or an equivalent
section if the newspaper has no legal notices section;
o Be in large type, covering a space of one column wide and at least two
inches deep; and
o State the type of license applied for and the exact location of the
proposed business.
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o To complete your application you must submit your Affidavit of
Publication and a copy of the ad furnished by the approved newspaper
office.
o The ABL-32 lists all approved newspapers.
e.

Requirements







Completed application, signed, dated, and notarized.
Submit nonrefundable filing fees: $300.00
LICENSE FEES SHOULD NOT BE SUBMITTED UNTIL PERMIT IS
APPROVED.
 Must complete ABL-946 (Consent and Waiver).
 Must attach copy of Articles of Incorporation, if applying as a corporation.
 Must attach a Certificate of Authority to do Business in South Carolina,
obtained from the Secretary of State's office, if applying as a foreign
corporation.
 Must attach a copy of Articles of Organization and Operating Agreement,
if applying as a Limited Liability Corporation.
 Must attach copy of partnership agreement, if applying as a partnership or
Limited Liability Partnership.
 All principals must attach a Criminal Records Check (CRC), not more
than 90 days old.
 If the principal has lived in SC for more than two (2) years, obtain the
CRC from SLED at www.sled.state.sc.us or from SLED Headquarters,
Criminal Records Department, 4400 Broad River Rd., P.O. Box 21398,
Columbia, SC 29221.
 If the principal has lived in SC less than two (2) years, obtain a CRC from
previous state of residency AND a CRC from SLED.
 If principal is not a SC resident, obtain a CRC from current state of
residency.
 If you own the property, you must submit a copy of the deed or tax bill; if
not, submit a copy of your lease.
 Must attach completed residency status verification affidavit. Use
Verification of Lawful Presence in the United States-Applicant and
Principals (ABL-920) for each principal. Each principal, officer, owner,
member, and/or partner MUST sign the form. If applicable include his/her
non-citizen alien registration number and attach a copy of all appropriate
immigration documents.
General Location Requirements for Brewery to offer Samples:
Sales to or samplings must be held in conjunction with a tour by the consumer of the
licensed premise and the entire brewing process utilized at the licensed premise;
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2.

Sales or samplings shall not be offered or made to, or allowed to be offered, made to,
or consumed by an intoxicated person or a person who is under the age of 21;
No more than a total of 48 ounces of beer brewed at the licensed premises, including
amounts of samples offered and consumed with or without cost, shall be sold to a
consumer for on-premises consumption within a 24 hour period.
Of that 48 ounces of beer available to be sold to a consumer within a 24 hour period,
no more than 16 ounces of beer with an alcoholic weight of above eight (8) percent,
including any samples offered and consumed with or without cost, shall be sold to a
consumer for on-premises consumption within a 24 hour period.
General Location Requirements for Brewery to sell On-Premises Beer/Wine:
A brewery licensed in this State is authorized to sell beer produced on its licensed
premises to consumer for on-premises consumption within an area of its licensed
premises approved by the rules and regulations DHEC governing each and drinking
establishments and other food service establishments.
Breweries approved through DHEC for eating and drinking establishments may also
apply for a retail on-premises consumption permit for the sale of beer and wine of a
producer that has been purchased from a wholesaler through the three-tier distribution
chain set forth in Section 61-4-730 and Section 61-4-940.
The brewery must comply with all state and local laws concerning house of operation.
The brewery must remit taxes to the Department of Revenue for beer sales in an
amount equal to and in a manner required for taxes assessed by Section 12-211020and Section 12-21-1030. The brewery also must remit appropriate sales and use
taxes and local hospitability taxes.

Brewpub Beer/Wine License
a.

120 Day Temporary






The existing business must have a biennial permit that has not expired, been
suspended or revoked.
This permit must be attached with the completed ABL-901 application. A
$25.00 fee is required for each temporary permit requested.
Attach a copy of the receipt from the approved newspaper indicating you have
paid for the Notice of Application.
Attach a copy of the bill of sale, lease, probate document, divorce decree,
eviction order, or document showing how the business was acquired.
Be sure to indicate the Retail Sales Tax Number on the ABL-901 application.

b. Qualifications


Authorizes the sale of beer and wine, the manufacture of beer and the
consumption of these products on the permitted premises.
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An applicant must be 21 years of age, be of good moral character, be a legal
resident of the United States and if applying as a sole proprietor, must be a
legal resident of South Carolina for 30 days prior to submitting an application
to this department.
The applicant must be the owner of the business seeking the license and must
not previously have had a license revoked within the past five years.
All principals, officers, agents, and employees listed on the license must be
over the age of 21 and be of good moral character. A current criminal history
background check of not more than 90 days old, on each principal, officer,
and employee must accompany this application.
Please check with the city and/or county authorities to insure you are in
compliance with zoning laws and local business license requirements.

c. Tax Liabilities:


A license or permit cannot be issued if the applicant or any principal has any
outstanding tax liabilities with the SCDOR.

d. Sign Posting:





An agent of the SC State Law Enforcement Division (SLED) must post and
remove a sign at the proposed place of business.
This sign must remain posted for at least 15 days, and may be removed only
by the SLED agent. If the sign disappears before the SLED agent removes it,
contact the SCDOR or SLED immediately.
Permits/Licenses will not be issued until the afternoon of the fourth day after
the sign is taken down by agent; unless your published ad provides for a later
date.

e. Newspaper Advertisements:



A notice of application must be placed at least once a week for three (3)
consecutive weeks in a newspaper approved by the department for your area.
This notice must:
o Be in the legal notices section of the newspaper or an equivalent section if
the newspaper has no legal notices section;
o Be in large type, covering a space of one column wide and at least two
inches deep; and
o State the type of license applied for and the exact location of the proposed
business.
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o To complete your application, you must submit your Affidavit of
Publication and a copy of the ad furnished by the approved newspaper
office.
o Please refer to the ABL-32 for a complete list of approved newspapers.
f. Requirements





















Authorizes the sale of beer and wine, the manufacture of beer and the consumption of
these products on the permitted premises.
Completed application (ABL-901), signed, dated and notarized
Submit nonrefundable filing fees - $300.00
LICENSE FEES SHOULD NOT BE SUBMITTED UNTIL LICENSE IS
APPROVED
Submit an Affidavit of Publication from the newspaper running your ad. The affidavit
must include a copy of your ad. If you just started your ad in the newspaper and have
not received the ad and affidavit, you MUST include the receipt from the newspaper
with your application. Forward the ad and affidavit as soon as the newspaper provides
it to you. Your permit cannot be issued until this is received.
Must complete the ABL-946 (Consent and Waiver)
Must attach copy of Articles of Incorporation, if applying as a corporation.
Must attach a Certificate of Authority to do Business in South Carolina, obtained
from the Secretary of State's office, if applying as a foreign corporation.
Must attach a copy of Articles of Organization and Operating Agreement, or LLC
Supplemental Information Form (ABL-919), if applying as a Limited Liability
Corporation.
Must attach copy of partnership agreement, if applying as a partnership or Limited
Liability Partnership.
All principals must attach a criminal records check (CRC), not more than 90 days old.
If the principal has lived in SC for more than 2 years, obtain the CRC from SLED at
www.sled.state.sc.us or SLED Headquarters, Criminal Records Department 4400
Broad River Rd., P.O. Box 21398, Columbia, SC 29221.
If the principal has lived in SC less than 2 years, obtain a statewide CRC from
previous state of residency AND a CRC from SLED.
If principal is not a SC resident, obtain a statewide CRC from current state of
residency.
Must attach a copy of your lease, deed or tax bill for the location for which you are
seeking a license. The lease, deed, or tax bill must be in the applicant's name and list
the physical address of the business location.
Must attach completed residency status verification affidavit. Use Verification of
Lawful Presence in the United States– Applicant and Principals (ABL-920) for each
principal. Each principal, officer, owner, member, and/or partner MUST sign the
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form. If applicable, include his/her non-citizen alien registration number and attach a
copy of all appropriate immigration documents.
3.

In State Liquor Manufacturer
a.

Qualifications








An entity operating a plant or place of business in this State for distilling,
rectifying, brewing, fermenting, blending, or bottling alcoholic liquors.
An applicant must be 21 years of age, be of good moral character, be a legal
resident of the United States and if applying as a sole proprietor, must be a
legal resident of South Carolina for 30 days prior to submitting an application
to this department.
The applicant must be the owner of the business seeking the license and must
not previously have had a license revoked within the past five years.
All principals, officers, agents, and employees listed on the license must be
over the age of 21 and be of good moral character. A current criminal history
background check of not more than 90 days old, on each principal, officer,
and employee must accompany this application.
Please check with the city and/or county authorities to ensure you are in
compliance with zoning laws and local business license requirements.

b. Tax Liabilities:


A license cannot be issued if the applicant or any principal has any
outstanding tax liabilities with the SCDOR.
c. Sign Posting:





An agent of the SC State Law Enforcement Division (SLED) must post and
remove a sign at the proposed place of business.
This sign must remain posted for at least 15 days, and may be removed only
by the SLED agent. If the sign disappears before the SLED agent removes it,
contact the SCDOR or SLED immediately.
Licenses will not be issued until the afternoon of the fourth day after the sign
is taken down by the agent; unless your published ad provides for a later date.

d. Newspaper Advertisements:



A notice of application must be placed at least once a week for three (3)
consecutive weeks in a newspaper approved by the department for your area.
This notice must:
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o Be in the legal notices section of the newspaper or an equivalent
section if the newspaper has no legal notices section;
o Be in large type, covering a space of one column wide and at least two
inches deep; and
o State the type of license applied for and the exact location of the
proposed business.
o To complete your application, you must submit your Affidavit of
Publication and a copy of the ad furnished by the approved newspaper
office.

e. Requirements

















An entity operating a plant or place of business in this State for distilling,
rectifying, brewing, fermenting, blending, or bottling alcoholic liquors.
Completed application (ABL-902), signed, dated and notarized
Submit nonrefundable filing fees: $200.00
Submit an Affidavit of Publication from the newspaper running your ad. The
affidavit must include a copy of your ad. If you just started the ad in the
newspaper and have not received the ad and affidavit, you MUST include the
receipt from the newspaper with your application. Forward the ad and
affidavit as soon as the newspaper provides it to you. Your license cannot be
issued until this is received.
Must complete the ABL-946 (Consent and Waiver)
Must attach copy of Articles of Incorporation, if applying as a corporation
Must attach a Certificate of Authority to do Business in South Carolina,
obtained from the Secretary of State's office, if applying as a foreign
corporation
Must attach a copy of Articles of Organization and Operating Agreement, if
applying as a Limited Liability Corporation, LLC
Must attach copy of partnership agreement, if applying as a partnership or
Limited Liability Partnership.
All principals must attach a criminal records check (CRC), not more than 90
days old.
If the principal has lived in SC for more than 2 years, obtain the CRC from
SLED at www.sled.state.sc.us or SLED Headquarters, Criminal Records
Department, 4400 Broad River Rd., P.O. Box 21398, Columbia, SC 29221.
If the principal has lived in SC less than 2 years, obtain a statewide CRC from
previous state of residency AND a CRC from SLED.
If principal is not a SC resident, obtain a statewide CRC from current state of
residency.
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C.

If you own the property, you must submit a copy of the deed or tax bill; if not,
submit a copy of your lease
Must attach completed residency status verification affidavit. Use Verification
of Lawful Presence in the United States– Applicant and Principals (ABL-920)
for each principal. Each principal, officer, owner, member, and/or partner
MUST sign the form. If applicable, include his/her non-citizen alien
registration number and attach a copy of all appropriate immigration
documents

Local

a) Growlers
b) Tap Rooms/ Cocktail Rooms
c) Zoning/Land Use
Top Permitting/Licensing Issues
a) First and foremost, it is imperative to understand what permits and licenses must be
obtained at each level of government before operations can legally begin.
b) At the Federal level, when you are seeking a brewer’s notice or distilled spirits plant
license, be sure that your application is complete and accurate, as incomplete applications
will not be reviewed and will ultimately be dismissed.
c)

At the state level, be aware of which agency or agencies are responsible for reviewing
your application and provide such agency/agencies with all required and requested
documentation in order to ensure expeditious review and approval.

d)

It is also imperative to understand what local requirements exist as to the brewery or
distillery, be they taproom/cocktail room licenses or other issues (such as growler sales
restrictions and/or garden variety land use/zoning requirements).

D. Navigating TTB Labeling Regulations – and Landmines to Avoid!
i. TTB: At the federal level, breweries and distilleries are regulated via the Alcohol Tobacco Tax and
Trade Bureau, an agency falling under the U.S. Department of Treasury. Commonly referred to as
the “TTB”, this agency grew out of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
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(“ATF”) in 2003. The TTB handles all federal liquor law issues including tax revenues, permits,
licenses, tax audits, trade investigation and labels.
ii.

Navigating Local, State and Federal Rules, Regulations and Requirements: While the

TTB’s licensing requirements and regulations apply for breweries and distilleries in any state within
the U.S., state and local laws vary by jurisdiction.
iii. State and Federal, TTB Registration Requirements
a. Federal
1. The TTB requires anyone brewing beer for sale to acquire a Brewer’s Notice.
Historically, the process for obtaining a Brewer’s Notice through the TTB was time
consuming, but with the recent craft brewing and distilling boom, the TTB has
streamlined the process through its Permits Online site,
https://www.ttbonline.gov/permitsonline.
2. Information and documents to be submitted to the TTB in connection with the Brewer’s
Notice application include the following:


Articles of Organization (LLC) / Articles of Incorporation Corp.)



Operating Agreement (LLC) / By Laws (Corp.)



Federal EIN (from IRS)



Owner Officer Questionnaires (for each owner of 10%+ and each officer)



List of all owners and officers identifying percentage of voting ownership, amount
of funds invested, etc. (if owner is an entity, EIN)



Source of Funds Documents (bank statements, loan documents, etc.)



Diagram of Premises



Description of Property (usually metes & bounds is best)



Description of Equipment (more reviewers are requiring this, at least provide size of
tanks)



Description of the Building (walkthrough of the brewery premises)



Environmental Questionnaire (number of employees, amount of waste, disposal of
liquid and solid waste, electric/gas provider name, etc.)



Supplemental (disposal of waste into navigable waterways, etc.)



Brewer's Bond
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Consent of Surety (if using a non-contiguous warehouse, alternating premises
between a brewery and a distillery, running an alternating proprietorship, etc.)



Lease agreement or mortgage (with permission to use premises as a
brewery/distillery)



Assumed name registration (if applicable)



Security statement



Designation of a main contact person



Copy of ID for main contact person



Signing authority resolution for application contact



TTB's Signing Authority Form



Power of attorney (if being filed by an attorney)



Other (historic buildings, variance request, etc.

3. Similarly, anyone seeking to produce distilled spirits must obtain a distilled spirits plant
license through the TTB with similar requirements as for the Brewer’s Notice.
b. State Licensing Issues
i. While the TTB’s licensing requirements and regulations apply for breweries and distilleries
in any state within the U.S., state and local laws vary by jurisdiction.
c. Formula Approvals
i. Beer Formulas
1. Beers do not typically require a formula approval, unless they contain a non-traditional
beer ingredient or are made using a non-traditional brewing method.
2. In 2015, TTB issued a ruling broadly expanding the definition of "traditional." Under the
new rule, traditional ingredients and processes have been expanded, and are listed in the
attachment on the next page.
3. If the beer includes a "non-traditional" fruit, spice (e.g., elderberry), or "sweetener"
(e.g., aspartame), or contains a coloring (e.g., Blue No. 1), flavoring (e.g., an extract),
or TTB limited ingredient (e.g., calcium chloride), or is made by a "non-traditional"
process (e.g., "ice distilling"), the beer requires a TTB formula approval before TTB
will issue a COLA approval. For more information on ingredient issues, see Appendix
1.
ii. Spirits formulas
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1. Most traditional spirits do not require a formula approval, unless they contain a
restricted product (e.g., thujone), or are infused with flavors or colored. Occasionally, a
product must also be sent in to TTB's lab for analysis. Lab analysis is more typically
required for imported products to make sure certain requirements are met. TTB's chart
is attached hereto as Appendix 2, which shows if/when formula and/or laboratory
approval is required for a distilled spirits product prior to label submission.
iii.

Labeling
1. Another integral responsibility of the TTB is to regulate and approve labels for
packaging beer and spirits. Section 105(e) of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act
(27 USC 205(e)) authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to issue regulations regarding
product labeling that:
- (1) ensure that consumers are provided with adequate information as to the
identity and quality of alcohol beverages, and
- (2) prevent consumer deception. The Secretary has delegated to the Alcohol and
Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB) authority to administer the regulations
promulgated under section 105(e). Section 105(e) and the TTB regulations require a
Certificate of Label Approval (“COLA”) for each alcohol beverage product regulated
by the agency. TTB issues COLAs on TTB Form 5100.31.
2. First, you must register for the COLA’s. Appendix 3 contains instructions on how to
successfully register using the online system. If you choose not to file electronically,
you must TTB Form 5100.3, in duplicate form, to the following address:
Advertising, Labeling and Formulation Division
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau
1310 G Street, NW, Box 12
Washington, DC 20005
3. A copy of Form 5100.3 is included at Appendix 4.
4. NOTE: You must obtain label approval prior to bottling if you are shipping out of
state.
5. For many alcohol beverage products, TTB requires a product evaluation to determine
whether a proposed label identifies the product in an adequate and non-misleading
way. Pre-COLA product evaluation entails a review of a product’s ingredients and
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formulation and also may include a laboratory analysis of the product. Laboratory
analysis involves a chemical analysis of a product.
6. Such pre-COLA product evaluations ensure that:


No alcohol beverage contains a prohibited ingredient.



Limited ingredients are used within prescribed limitations or restrictions.



Appropriate tax and product classifications are made.



Alcohol beverages labeled without a sulfite declaration contain less than

10 parts per million (ppm) of sulfur dioxide.
7. The type of pre-COLA product evaluation required for a particular product depends
on that product’s formulation and origin. TTB regulations require formulas most
commonly when flavoring or coloring materials are added. Field investigations can
be used to verify the accuracy of these documents. Since TTB does not have access
to foreign plants, some imported products are subject to laboratory analysis or preimport letter approval.
8. The relevant Federal regulations for labeling and advertising of malt beverages can
be found Part 7 of Title 27 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Processing times for
COLA’s can be found : https://www.ttb.gov/labeling/processing-times.shtml.
§7.11 Use of ingredients containing alcohol in malt beverages; processing of malt beverages
(a) Use of flavors and other nonbeverage ingredients containing alcohol—
i. (1) General. Flavors and other nonbeverage ingredients containing alcohol may be
used in producing a malt beverage. Except as provided in paragraph (a)(2) of this
section, no more than 49% of the overall alcohol content of the finished product may
be derived from the addition of flavors and other nonbeverage ingredients containing
alcohol. For example, a finished malt beverage that contains 5.0% alcohol by
volume must derive a minimum of 2.55% alcohol by volume from the fermentation
of barley malt and other materials and may derive not more than 2.45% alcohol by
volume from the addition of flavors and other nonbeverage ingredients containing
alcohol.
ii. (2) In the case of malt beverages with an alcohol content of more than 6% by
volume, no more than 1.5% of the volume of the malt beverage may consist of
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alcohol derived from added flavors and other nonbeverage ingredients containing
alcohol.
(b) Processing. Malt beverages may be filtered or otherwise processed in order to remove
color, taste, aroma, bitterness, or other characteristics derived from fermentation.
iv. Labeling Requirements
Permission to Re-label: Application for permission to re-label shall be accompanied by two
complete sets of the old labels and two complete sets of any proposed labels, together with a
statement of the reasons for relabeling, the quantity and the location of the malt beverages,
and the name and address of the person by whom they will be relabeled.
Land Use, Zoning and Environmental Issues
A.

Industrial Waste & Water

a.

Breweries use a substantial amount of water and create a large amount of byproduct

waste through their operations. (Brewlaw p. 47). The spent grain is considered “industrial waste
and must be handled accordingly”. Id.
b.

Be aware that some cities and locations are not friendly to breweries because they use a

substantial amount of water. Id. Additionally, at drought-stricken areas, your brewery will need
to expend more on water as it may be more expensive. Id.
B.

Pollutants

a.

Brewing creates pollutants that must be handled appropriately. These pollutants are

governed by different agencies. Id.
b.

“The wastewater created by boilers, referred to as effluent, is regulated by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for nitrogen oxide level.” Id.
c.

Plan to have a silo? You need to obtain a permit from the Air Pollution Control District

(APCD). Id at 48.
C.

Zoning & Licenses

Considerations for Clients Doing Business in Multiple States
A.

Onus is on the brewery to ensure they are compliant with each state and federal law.

B.

Non-extensive checklist for laws:

a.

Environmental laws in different states;
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b.

Zoning;

c.

Licensing;

d.

Labeling;
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Negotiating/Drafting Brewery and Distillery
Contracts

Submitted by Jeff C. O'Brien
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Negotiating/Drafting
Brewery and Distillery
Contracts
Jeffrey C. O’Brien

Topics To Be Covered:
• Distribution Agreements
• Contract Production Agreements
• Agreements With Suppliers
• Licensing Agreements
• Alternating Proprietorships
• Equipment, Retail, Production, and Distribution
Space Leases
• Sample Agreements
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Distribution Agreements

Distribution Agreements
• Laws vary from state to state
• Creation
• Termination
• Scope of Agreement
• Small Brewer Exemptions
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Contract Brewing/Licensing
• Definition: a brewery that hires another brewery to produce its beer. The
licensor generally handles marketing and brand development of the beer,
while leaving the brewing and packaging to the licensee brewery.
• Pros of Contract Brewing:
• Can help alleviate producer brewery supply issues to meet demands.
• Producer breweries avoid costs since they do not need to own a
brewing facility

Alternating Proprietorship
• Definition: An arrangement in which two or more people take turns using the physical
premises of a brewery. Generally, the proprietor of an existing brewery, the “host
brewery”, agrees to rent space and equipment to a new “tenant brewer.”
• Pros of an Alternating Proprietorship:
• Tenant brewers can develop a brand before they are ready to invest in their own
premises and equipment.
• Tenant brewer may be eligible for a lower tax rate on beer.
• Host breweries can offset their investment by renting out their excess capacity.
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Alt Prop vs. Contract Brewing
ALT PROP

CONTRACT BREWING

Title Ownership

Tenant brewer holds title to its beer,
including the ingredients and raw
materials it uses to produce its beer,
during all stages of production.

Contract brewer holds title to the
beer, including the ingredients and
raw materials used to brew the beer,
during all stages of production.

Record Keeping

Tenant brewer and host brewer each
retain their own records for
production and removal of beer and
each provides reports to the TTB.

Contract brewer retains all records of
production and removal of beer and
provides reports to the TTB.

Taxes

Tenant brewer and host brewer are
individually responsible for paying
their own taxes on their own beer
removed from the brewery.

Contract brewer is solely responsible
for paying taxes on beer removed
from the brewery.

Brewer Licensure

Tenant brewer and host brewer must
each qualify as a brewer and have
separate licenses.

Only the contract brewer must
qualify as a brewer, so the producer
brewer does not need a license.

Ease of Paperwork

Requires significant paperwork for
both parties.

Simple agreement; Brand is added to
the contract brewer’s Notice.
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Negotiating Brewery and Distillery Contracts
Submitted by Jeffrey C. O’Brien
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I. Brewing Models
A. Production Brewery
1.

Definition: A brewery that brews its own beer onsite and packages its beer for

sale largely off-premise. May have a tasting room.
2.

Examples of Large Production Breweries: Lagunitas, Bell's, Stone.

B. Brewpub
1.

Definition: A brewery whose beer is brewed primarily on the same site from

which it is sold to the public, such as a pub or restaurant. If the amount of beer that a
brewpub distributes off-site exceeds 75%, it may also be described as a craft or
microbrewery. Most brewpubs must adhere to laws which limit the total ratio of beer
sales to food sales. A brewpub cannot be considered a bar or beer garden which offers a
limited amount of food or limits the restaurant's hours of operation. It must operate as a
public restaurant which happens to offer a wide selection of micro-brewed beers.
2.

Pros of a Brewpub
a.

Brewpubs create marketing to new customers who may not be willing to

go to a brewery just to taste beer, but who may be willing to try a new restaurant closer to
home.
b.

Brewpubs may be located in a more accessible location to attract more

people because the brewery is not actually manufacturing beer onsite.
c.

Brewpubs can easily develop their own identity by designing the brewpub

to reflect their branding and style.
3.

Examples of National/Regional Brewpubs: Rock Bottom Brewery, Gordon

Biersch, etc.
C.

Alternating Proprietorship (AP)
1.

Definition: An arrangement in which two or more people take turns using the

physical premises of a brewery. Generally, the proprietor of an existing brewery, the
"host brewery," agrees to rent space and equipment to a new "tenant brewer." Under this
arrangement, tenant brewers are solely responsible for brewing their beer, maintaining all
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of the brewing records, labeling the beer using their own name and address, and paying
tax on the beer upon their removal of the beer from the brewery.
2.

Pros of an Alternating Proprietorship
a.

Tenant brewers can develop a brand before they are ready to invest in their

own premises and equipment.
b.

Tenant brewers can begin placing their product in the stream of commerce

to better preserve intellectual property rights.
c.

Host breweries can offset their investment by renting out their excess

capacity.
d.

Host breweries often serve as a buffer to allow for easy transition into a

highly-regulated industry.
e.

Host breweries take on much of the physical pressure, burden and liability

of the brewing operation.
f.

Tenant brewer may be eligible for a lower tax rate on beer. Where a

brewer produces less than 2,000,000 barrels of beer during a calendar year, there
is a reduced tax rate of $7 per barrel on the first 60,000 barrels on beer produced
that is also consumed or sold in that same year.
3.

Examples of Alternating Proprietorships: 21st Amendment Brewery in CA

(Tenant Brewer) within Cold Spring Brewery in MN (Host Brewer), Avery Brewing in
CO (Tenant Brewer) within New Belgium Brewing in CO (Host Brewer).
D. Contract Brewing
1.

Definition: A business that hires another brewery to produce its beer. It can also

be a brewery that hires another brewery to produce additional beer. The contract brewing
company handles marketing, sales and distribution of its beer, while generally leaving the
brewing and packaging to its producer brewery. The producer brewery provides the
recipes for the beer to the contract brewer.
2.

Pros of Contract Brewing
a.

Producer breweries that cannot supply enough beer to meet demands can

contract with a larger brewery to help alleviate their supply issues.
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b.

Producer breweries do not need to own a brewing facility, so they can

avoid the costs associated with a physical brewery.
c.
3.

Producer breweries do not need a separate license.

Example of Contract Brewing: Gluek Brewing Company in MN (Producer

Brewery) within Hard Energy Company in CA (Contract Brewery)
Comparison of Alternating Proprietorship and Contract Brewing Models
Differences
Title
Ownership

Record Keeping

Taxes

Brewer Licensure

Ease of Paperwork

Alternating Proprietorship

Contract Brewing

Tenant brewer holds title to
its beer, including the
ingredients and raw materials
it uses to produce its beer,
during all stages of
production.
Tenant brewer and host
brewer each retain their own
records for production and
removal of beer and each
provides reports to the
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
and Trade Bureau (TTB).
Tenant brewer and host
brewer are individually
responsible for paying their
own taxes on their own beer
removed from the brewery.
Tenant brewer and host
brewer must each qualify as a
brewer and have separate
licenses.
Requires significant
paperwork for both parties.

Contract brewer holds title to
the beer, including the
ingredients and raw materials
used to brew the beer, during
all stages of production.
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Contract brewer retains all
records of production and
removal of beer and provides
reports to the TTB.

Contract brewer is solely
responsible for paying taxes
on beer removed from the
brewery.
Only the contract brewer
must qualify as a brewer, so
the producer brewer does not
need a license.
Simple agreement; Brand is
added to the contract brewer's
Notice.

II.

Negotiating Brewery and Distillery Contracts

A. Distribution Agreements
State Distribution Laws
i. Distribution laws vary between states. See Appendix 1 for a summary of each
state’s law.
Franchise Laws
A majority of the states have enacted full-fledged beer franchise laws. Although it is not hard to
detect a whiff of protectionism in these enactments, their stated purpose is to correct the
perceived imbalance in bargaining power between brewers (who are presumed to be big and
rich) and wholesalers (who are presumed to be small and local). Temperance concerns are also
cited. A full-fledged beer franchise law will usually:


Define franchise agreements to include informal, oral arrangements, making any
shipment to a wholesaler the start of a franchise relationship.



Prohibit coercive brewer practices, most often including actions in which a brewer (a)
requires the wholesaler to engage in illegal acts, (b) forces acceptance of unordered beer,
or (c) withholds shipments in order to impose terms on the wholesaler.



Require “good cause” or “just cause” before a brewer can terminate a wholesaler.
o The burden is generally on the brewer to demonstrate cause for termination.
o “Good cause” is usually defined to include a significant breach of a “reasonable”
and “material” term in the parties’ agreement.
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Dictate that a brewer give prior written notice (60 or 90 days is common) to a wholesaler
before termination is effective, with the notice detailing the alleged deficiencies that
justify termination.



Grant wholesalers an opportunity to cure the deficiencies alleged in a termination notice,
with termination ineffective if a wholesaler cures the defect(s) or presents a plan to cure
the defect(s).
o “Notice-and-cure” requirements usually are waived under certain circumstances.
These most often include a wholesaler’s (a) insolvency, (b) conviction or guilty
plea to a serious crime, or (c) loss of a license to do business. Many franchise
laws also permit expedited termination where a wholesaler (d) has acted
fraudulently or (e) has defaulted on a payment under the agreement despite a
written demand for payment.



Require wholesalers to provide brewers with notice of any proposed change in ownership
of the wholesaler, giving the brewer an opportunity to object. The brewer’s approval of
an ownership change cannot be “unreasonably” withheld.
o Brewers usually have little or no right to block a transfer to a previously
designated family successor.



Create remedies for unfair termination, generally granting wholesalers the right to receive
“reasonable compensation” following termination.
o Most beer franchise laws grant wholesalers the right to seek an injunction that, if
granted, would quickly halt termination proceedings pending the resolution of
wrongful termination claims. The forum for such relief can be either a state court
or the state’s alcohol control authorities.
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o Although arbitration of the entire dispute is not required, and sometimes
prohibited, disputes over what constitutes “reasonable compensation” often must
be arbitrated at the request of a party.
o Even if the franchise law prohibits arbitration, an arbitration clause in the parties’
written agreement is likely enforceable under the Federal Arbitration Act if the
parties reside in different jurisdictions.


Declare any waiver of franchise law protections void and unenforceable.



Set a date that the law becomes effective. Some franchise agreements may predate
franchise acts’ effective dates, likely making the franchise law inapplicable to that
agreement.

In addition to the extremely common provisions described above, other terms may:


Require beer franchise agreements to be in writing.



Mandate that sales territories be exclusive.
o Wholesalers may face substantial penalties for making deliveries outside their
designated territory, and such conduct may permit expedited termination by
the brewer.
o Territorial designations may need to be filed with state liquor control
authorities.



Restrict a brewer’s ability to dictate prices, with restrictions that often go beyond the
strictures of antitrust law. Common provisions prohibit brewer price fixing, require
brewers to file and adhere to periodic price schedules, and ban price discrimination
between wholesalers within the state.
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Provide that the prevailing party in a termination dispute will be compensated for its
attorneys fees.



Bind succeeding brand owners to existing franchise agreements, although some
permit not-for-cause termination after a change in brand ownership, as long as
compensation is paid.



Impose a good faith obligation on both parties. Under modern contract law, this good
faith obligation is already implied in all contractual relations.



Impose specific obligations on wholesalers, occasionally specified to include a duty
to properly rotate stock, maintain tap lines, and comply with other reasonable quality
control instructions.

Most states have enacted at least a few laws that regulate brewer-wholesaler relations. In some,
beer wholesalers are covered by a franchise law protecting all alcohol beverage wholesalers. In a
few states, beer wholesalers are protected by franchise laws that apply to a variety of franchise
relationships, from beer to burgers. Still others partially regulate beer franchise relationships
through their alcohol control laws by, for example, requiring exclusive territories as a condition
for licensing. Finally, a few states and the District of Columbia have, to date, left brewerwholesaler relations essentially unregulated, thereby allowing the franchise relationship to be
governed exclusively by the terms of the parties’ agreement, to be enforced under general
contract law principles.
Appendix 1 sets forth a state-by-state summary of beer distribution laws.
Self-Distribution
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Many states permit breweries below a certain production threshold to distribute their product
directly to retailers without the use of a distributor. While self-distribution can be a viable means
around the complex and onerous franchise laws, the time and capital required to operate an
effective distribution system is significant and tends to detract from other operations. Further,
breweries that grow beyond the production thresholds are forced into the franchise system as
they lose their rights of self-distribution.
Appendix 2 sets forth a state-by-state summary of these self-distribution laws.
Small Brewer Exemptions
In response to the continued consolidation of beer wholesalers in the U.S. and the imbalance in
negotiations between larger wholesalers and small craft brewers, several states have created
exemptions within their distribution laws for “small brewers” relative to the onerous termination
provisions:


Arkansas: Small brewers within the state are fully exempt from any remedies under the
state’s franchise act. Ark. Code Ann. §§ 3-5-1102(12)(B); 3-5-1403(13). An Arkansas
statute defines a small brewery as a “licensed facility that manufactures fewer than thirty
thousand (30,000) barrels of beer and malt beverages per year for sale or consumption.”
Ark. Code Ann. § 3-5-1403(13).



Colorado: None of the state’s franchise protections are enforceable against small
manufacturers. Colo. Rev. Stat. § 12-47-406.3(8). Specifically, the applicable statute
exempts manufacturers that produce “less than three hundred thousand [300,000] gallons
of malt beverages per calendar year.” Id.
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Illinois: The state’s franchise provisions allow small brewers whose annual volume of
beer products supplied represents 10 percent or less of the wholesaler’s entire business to
terminate upon payment of reasonable compensation to the wholesaler. 815 Ill. Comp.
Stat. 720/7.



Nevada: The state’s good cause franchise protection against terminations is not
enforceable against small suppliers in-state and out-of-state. Nev. Rev. Stat.
§ 597.160(2). Specifically, the statute exempts suppliers that sell “less than 2,000 barrels
of malt beverages . . . in this state in any calendar year.” Id.



New Jersey: A brewer from within or without the state who succeeds another brewer is
exempt from a rebuttable presumption that favors an injunction preventing termination of
the preexisting wholesaler when the affected brands represent a small portion (i.e., less
than 20 percent) of the terminated wholesaler’s gross sales, the terminated wholesaler
receives compensation, and the brewer assigns the brands to a wholesaler that already
distributes its other brands. N.J. Rev. Stat. § 33:1-93.15(4)(d)(1).



New York: A small brewer whose annual volume is less than 300,000 barrels produced
in the state or outside of the state and who represents only a small amount (i.e., no more
than three percent) of a wholesaler’s total annual sales volume, measured in case
equivalent sales of twenty-four-twelve ounce units, may terminate a wholesaler upon
payment of compensation for only the distribution rights lost or diminished by the
termination. N.Y. Alco. Bev. Cont. Law § 55-c(4)(c)(i). The statute defines “annual
volume” as “the aggregate number of barrels of beer” brewed by or on behalf of the
brewer under trademarks owned by the brewery, or the aggregate number of barrels of
beer brewed by or on behalf of any person controlled by or under common control with
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the brewer, “during the measuring period, on a worldwide basis.” N.Y. Alco. Bev. Cont.
Law § 55-c(4)(c)(iv).


North Carolina: A small brewer may terminate a wholesaler upon payment of
compensation for the distribution rights with five days’ written notice without
establishing good cause. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 18B-1305(a1). North Carolina’s alcohol
beverage statutes define a small brewer as “a brewery that sells, to consumers at the
brewery, to wholesalers, to retailers, and to exporters, fewer than 25,000 barrels . . . of
malt beverages produced by it per year.” N.C. Gen. Stat. § 18B-1104(8).



Pennsylvania: Although not a small brewer carve-out, the state’s franchise provisions
exempt in-state manufacturers whose principal place of business is in the state, “unless
they name or constitute [or have named or constituted] a distributor or importing
distributor as a primary or original supplier of their products.” 47 Pa. Cons. Stat. §
431(d)(5). Warning: this provision likely violates the Commerce Clause of the U.S.
Constitution.



Rhode Island: Although not a small brewer carve-out, the state’s franchise laws exempt
Rhode Island-licensed manufacturers. R.I. Gen. Laws § 3-13-1(5). Warning: this
provision likely violates the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution.



Washington: Small brewers holding certificates of approval are excluded from the state’s
franchise protections. Wash. Rev. Code § 19.126.020(10). Specifically Washington’s
franchise law excludes from the definition of “supplier” “any brewer or manufacturer of
malt liquor producing less than two hundred thousand [200,000] barrels of malt liquor
annually.” Id.

Distillery Distribution Issues
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ii.

B.

Regarding distilleries, most states do not have statutory distribution provisions similar
to breweries. In Minnesota, for example, a distillery can have a distribution
agreement for a term certain and is not subject to the franchise-type termination
provisions described hereinabove. However, distilleries typically have little to no
rights of self-distribution

Contract Production Agreements
•

Definition: a brewery that hires another brewery to produce its beer. The licensor
generally handles marketing and brand development of the beer, while leaving the
brewing and packaging to the licensee brewery.

•

Pros of Contract Brewing:
• Can help alleviate producer brewery supply issues to meet demands.
• Producer breweries avoid costs since they do not need to own a brewing facility

Most states provide that employees are “at will” employees; that is, they can leave their
employment whenever they wish, for any reason or no reason. If a business owner has a key
employee that is integral to its success, that employee should have a written employment
agreement that provides for a fixed term of employment. A covenant not to compete can be
included to deter a key employee from leaving to work for a competitor. Absent this type of
agreement, the key employee can leave at any time.
A written employment agreement is imperative for your head brewer who knows a brewery’s
formulas could do the most damage to the business working for the competition. Hence, a
master brewer employment agreement should include a covenant not to compete and provisions
that clearly state that the beer formulas are “trade secrets” and thus the property of the brewery.
Covenants not to compete must be narrowly tailored to balance the interests of employer and
employee.

The employer must show (i) the covenant not to compete was supported by

consideration when it was signed (if the consideration for the covenant is the continued
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employment of the employee, then the covenant must be signed prior to the start of employment
to be valid); (ii) the covenant protects a legitimate business interest of the employer; and (iii) the
covenant is reasonable in duration and geographic scope to protect the employer without being
unduly burdensome on the former employee's right to earn a living.
Use of “Volunteers”
Many breweries take advantage of the abundance of people interested in helping their business
grow by allowing them to volunteer at the brewery.

Depending upon the nature of the duties

they are performing, classifying an individual who ought to be treated – and compensated – as an
employee as a “volunteer” can lead to significant penalties under Minnesota and federal law. In
the past few years as both state and federal government have tried to get more revenue, they have
focused on going after employers for misclassification of workers, whether they be independent
contractors, interns or the use of volunteers.

Minnesota Law:
There is a presumption anyone performing work for a “for-profit” enterprise is an employee. In
Minnesota, the nature of the employment relationship is determined by using worker
classification tests, similar to the manner in which employee status is determined under both
workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance laws. Compensation of Minnesota
employees is determined under Minn. Stat. § 181.722, Subd. 3, and the federal Fair Labor
Standard Act.

Correctly assessing a worker as an employee, student/intern, independent

contractor, or volunteer is critical.
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Minnesota Statute Section 177.23 governs the use of volunteers. Minn. Stat. §177.23, Subd. 5
states that "Employ" means “to permit to work”, and Subd. 6 states that an “Employee” means
any individual employed by an employer, subject to certain enumerated exceptions. There is an
exception for “any individual who renders service gratuitously for a nonprofit organization”, but
there is no exception for an individual who renders service gratuitously for a for-profit
organization.
Federal Law:
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) defines employment very broadly, i.e., "to suffer or permit
to work." However, the Supreme Court has made it clear that the FLSA was not intended "to
stamp all persons as employees who without any express or implied compensation agreement
might work for their own advantage on the premises of another." In administering the FLSA, the
Department of Labor follows this judicial guidance in the case of individuals serving as unpaid
volunteers in various community services. Individuals who volunteer or donate their services,
usually on a part-time basis, for public service, religious or humanitarian objectives, not as
employees and without contemplation of pay, are not considered employees of the religious,
charitable or similar non-profit organizations that receive their service. Members of civic
organizations may help out in a sheltered workshop; men's or women's organizations may send
members or students into hospitals or nursing homes to provide certain personal services for the
sick or elderly; parents may assist in a school library or cafeteria as a public duty to maintain
effective services for their children or they may volunteer to drive a school bus to carry a football
team or school band on a trip. Similarly, an individual may volunteer to perform such tasks as
driving vehicles or folding bandages for the Red Cross, working with disabled children or
disadvantaged youth, helping in youth programs as camp counselors, scoutmasters, den mothers,
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providing child care assistance for needy working mothers, soliciting contributions or
participating in benefit programs for such organizations and volunteering other services needed
to carry out their charitable, educational, or religious programs.
Under the FLSA, employees may not volunteer services to for-profit private sector employers.
On the other hand, in the vast majority of circumstances, individuals can volunteer services to
public sector employers. When Congress amended the FLSA in 1985, it made clear that people
are allowed to volunteer their services to public agencies and their community with but one
exception - public sector employers may not allow their employees to volunteer, without
compensation, additional time to do the same work for which they are employed. There is no
prohibition on anyone employed in the private sector from volunteering in any capacity or line of
work in the public sector.
Student/Interns:
Until recently, student/interns have not received the same close scrutiny as other groups of
workers. Student/interns are not considered employees under both state and federal law, if their
use in the workplace generally passes six tests offered by the Department of Labor. The tests are:
1.

The training experience is similar to what is provided at school;

2.

The training experience is for the benefit of the student/interns;

3.

The student/interns do not displace regular employees;

4.

The employer providing the training receives no immediate advantage from the
activities of the trainees;

5.

Student/interns are not necessarily entitled to a job at the conclusion of the
training; and
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6.

The employer and the student/interns understand the work is unpaid training.

Whether an employment relationship exists is not always clear. Instead, whether an intern or
trainee is entitled to such things minimum wage and overtime compensation will often depend
upon whether the individual is receiving training without displacing other employees or
providing any real benefit to the employer. (Note: a reasonable stipend may be permitted)
Independent Contractor:
Independent contractors are hired to perform special services of a limited scope and duration,
and they typically perform the same services for a variety of businesses. The standards in
Minnesota to be considered in determining whether or not an individual is an employee or an
independent contractor depend upon the purpose for which such classification is to be considered
but typically include factors such as:
1.

The right to control the means and the manner of performance;

2.

The mode of payment;

3.

The furnishing of materials or tools;

4.

The control of the premises where the work is done; and

5.

The right of the employer to discharge the individual.

Generally, the more control, or right of control, an employer has over the individual performing
the work, the work site, and the nature, quality, and manner in which work is performed, the
more likely the relationship is an employer-employee relationship vs. an independent contractor
arrangement.

B. Agreements with Suppliers
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C. Licensing Agreements
D. Alternating Proprietorships
Definition: An arrangement in which two or more people take turns using the physical
premises of a brewery. Generally, the proprietor of an existing brewery, the “host brewery”,
agrees to rent space and equipment to a new “tenant brewer.”

Pros of an Alternating Proprietorship:
i.

Tenant brewers can develop a brand before they are ready to invest in their own
premises and equipment.

ii.

Tenant brewer may be eligible for a lower tax rate on beer.

iii.

Host breweries can offset their investment by renting out their excess capacity.

E. Equipment, Retail, Production and Distribution Space Leases
i.

Distribution Space Leases
i. As the old cliché goes, in real estate it’s all about “location, location, location”,
and this is especially true for a brewery or distillery business. If you’re looking
to be the neighborhood hangout complete with a taproom (for breweries) or
cocktail room (for distilleries), you’ll need to find a suitable space close to
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home.

Should you have larger ambitions, you may seek a more strategic

location amenable to later expansion. Whatever the case may be, you’ll need to
have a space secured in order to complete the licensing process.
ii. A new brewery or distillery owner will most likely lease a building at the start,
and negotiating a suitable lease is a crucial step in the process.
iii. Commercial lease agreements typically come in one of two varieties: “triple
net” and “gross.”
iv. In a triple net, the tenant pays rent to the landlord, as well as a pro rated share of
taxes, insurance and maintenance expenses. In the typical triple net lease, the
tenant pays a fixed amount of base rent each month as well as an “additional
rent” payment which constitutes 1/12 of an estimated amount for taxes,
insurance and maintenance expenses (also called CAM or common area
maintenance expenses). At the end of the lease year, the estimated amounts are
compared to actual expenses incurred and adjusted depending upon whether the
tenant paid too much or too little through its monthly payments.
v. In a “gross” lease, the landlord agrees to pay all expenses which are normally
associated with ownership. The tenant pays a fixed amount each month, and
nothing more.
F. Additional Contracts and Agreements
Breweries and distilleries, like most businesses, face a myriad of insurance requirements. In
addition to the surety bond required to obtain their license, breweries and distillers will need
several types of coverages including:


General liability insurance;
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Workers compensation; and



Dram shop (if the business is serving alcohol for on-premise consumption).

With respect to general liability coverage, given the growth in breweries and distilleries and the
increase in trademark and other intellectual property related disputes, it is imperative to carry
coverage for these issues.
Many insurance companies now have special “craft brewery programs” which provide breweries
with a package tailored to the needs of the industry.
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Appendix 1
Summary of State Beer Franchise/Distribution Laws
State
Alabama

Summary of Law










Statutory Citation

Written agreement required.
Exclusive territories.
State approval required before a brand is transferred.
Termination upon 60 days’ notice, with wholesaler
allowed to submit a plan for cure within 30 days and to
cure defects within 120 days.
Immediate termination where wholesaler becomes
insolvent, loses license for more than 61 days, or is
convicted of a felony.
Termination on 15 days’ notice for fraudulent conduct,
sales outside territory, failure to pay after a written
demand for payment, or a transfer of the business
without brewer’s permission.
Termination must be made in good faith and for good
cause.
Good cause includes failure to comply with agreement
provision that are reasonable and of material
significance.

Ala. Code §§ 28-8-1 to 289-11

Alaska



No beer franchise law

n/a

Arizona




Exclusive territories are permitted, but not required.
Termination must be made in good faith and for good
cause.
Good cause includes a failure to comply with a term in
the franchise agreement, unless that term is
unconscionable or requires an illegal act.

Ariz. Rev. Stat. §§ 441565 to 44-1567

Exclusive territories, filed with the State.
Termination requires 30 days’ notice with opportunity
to cure.
No termination without good cause and good faith.
Good cause includes a wholesaler’s insolvency,
repeated violations of law, or failure to maintain a
reasonable sales volume.
Immediate termination permitted for a number of
reasons, including insolvency, license loss for more than
31 days, and sales outside of the wholesaler’s territory.
Small brewery (less than 30,000 barrels a year) is not a
supplier and exempted from the above provisions.

Ark. Code Ann. §§ 3-51101 to 3-5-1111 and § 35-1416.



Arkansas
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California










Colorado








Connecticut





Territorial appointments must be in a written agreement,
filed with the State.
Regardless of the parties’ agreement, supplier may not
terminate a wholesaler solely for wholesaler’s “failure
to meet a sales goal or quota that is not commercially
reasonable under prevailing market conditions.”
Some brewer-wholesaler relationships, particularly
those involving large brewers, might be covered under
California’s general Franchise Relations Act.
A manufacturer that unreasonably withholds consent to
transfer can be liable for damages.
Recent unpublished Attorney General letter suggested
that manufacturer approval rights over wholesaler
personnel decisions and business plans, impositions of
changes to wholesaler standards or agreements, control
over other manufacturers’ brands, and control of
wholesaler ownership changes are unlawful under the
California Alcoholic Beverage Control Act.
In Crown Imp., LLC v. Classic Distrib. & Beverage
Grp., Inc., to be published Cal. App. 3d (2014), the
court found that even if you interpret the letter to
disallow for a manufacture to unreasonably withhold
consent to a sale of the distributorship, the law
specifically allows for this and a specific statue controls.

Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§
25000.2 to 25000.9

Exclusive territories in a written contract, filed with the
State.
Franchise protections applicable to manufacturers
producing at least 300,000 gallons of malt beverages
annually.
Termination upon 60 days’ notice, with wholesaler
opportunity to cure during that period.
Grounds for immediate termination include failure to
pay after written demand, insolvency, license loss for
more than 14 days, fraud, and sales outside of the
wholesaler’s territory.
Not-for-cause termination permitted upon 90 days’
written notice, with copies to all other wholesalers in all
other states with the same agreement.

Colo. Rev. Stat. §§ 12-47405 to 12-47-406.3

Franchise protections apply following product
distribution for more than six months.
Termination in writing, setting forth reasons and giving
the wholesaler an opportunity to challenge.
Prior to termination, a brewer may appoint a
replacement wholesaler, provided that the appointment
is not effective until six months after the wholesaler
receives notice of termination.

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 30-17
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Delaware



Termination for “just and sufficient cause,” to be
determined in a hearing before the Liquor Control
Commission.




Territorial arrangements filed with the State.
Where parties have an exclusive arrangement, brewer
must obtain ABCC consent before appointing a second
distributor.
Termination upon 60 days’ notice, with wholesaler
opportunity to cure during the notice period.
Good cause is required to terminate a wholesaler
without paying “reasonable compensation,” which
includes the laid-in cost of inventory and goodwill.
Good cause includes, among others, a wholesaler’s
refusal to comply with a material provision of the
franchise that is essential, fair, and reasonable; failure to
meet reasonable and fair performance standards;
insolvency; and license loss for more than 30
consecutive business days.
Not-for-cause termination is allowed, provided the
brewer receives the permission of the Commission to
pay “reasonable compensation” and the termination
does not violate the terms of the franchise agreement.

Del. Code Ann. tit. 6, §§
2551 to 2556; 4 Del. Code
Regs. § 46







District of
Columbia



No beer franchise law

n/a

Florida



Exclusive sales territories, in writing, and filed with the
State.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with wholesaler
permitted to cure defects within the notice period.
Termination without good cause is forbidden.
Good cause includes a violation of a reasonable and
material contract term.
Termination upon 15 days’ notice is allowed in certain
instances such as insolvency, license loss for more than
60 days, fraud, and sales outside of the wholesaler’s
territory.

Fla. Stat. §§ 563.021 to
563.022

Exclusive sales territories, filed with the State.
Termination notice containing specific reasons for

Ga. Code Ann. §§ 3-5-29
to 3-5-34; Ga. Comp. R. &
Regs. 560-2-5.10






Georgia
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termination must be filed with the State, giving the State
and wholesaler 30 days to object and request a hearing.
Georgia Department of Revenue decides whether to
allow a termination.
Justifications for termination include a wholesaler’s
financial instability, repeated violations of law, or
failure to maintain sales volume that is reasonably
consistent with other wholesalers of the brand.

Hawaii



No beer franchise law

n/a

Idaho




Territorial agreements must be filed with the State.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with 30 days to
submit a plan of corrective action and an additional 90
days to cure defects.
Termination without notice-and-cure permitted upon the
wholesaler’s bankruptcy, conviction of a felony, loss of
license for more than 30 days, sales outside of the
wholesaler’s territory, transfer without consent, failure
to pay within five business days of written demand for
payment, or fraud.

Idaho Code Ann. §§ 231003; 23-1101 to 23-1113

Written contract required.
Exclusive territories permitted.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with opportunity for
the wholesaler to cure within notice period.
Immediate termination permitted for wholesaler’s
insolvency, default on payments, conviction of a serious
crime; attempt to transfer business without approval,
permit revocation or suspension, or fraud in dealing
with the brewer.
Termination must be for good cause, following good
faith efforts to resolve disagreements.
Good cause includes failure to comply with essential
and reasonable requirements of the franchise agreement
that are consistent with the law.
A brewer may not discriminate among wholesalers
when enforcing agreements with wholesalers.
Small suppliers whose annual volume of beer products
supplied represents 10% or less of wholesaler’s entire
business have a mechanism to terminate upon payment
of reasonable compensation to the wholesaler.
Compensation, if not agreed upon, subject to a
potentially lengthy arbitration or litigation process.
Pending bill (as of April 2014) seeks to amend to permit
termination in 6 months while process proceeds.

815 Ill. Comp. Stat. 720/1
to 720/10



Illinois













Indiana




Exclusive territories permitted, not required.
Prohibits unfair terminations by suppliers or
wholesalers, described as those without due regard for
“the equities of the other party.”
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Ind. Code §§ 7.1-5-5-9

Iowa



Currently pending legislation (as of April 2014) would
allow a “small brewer” of less than 30,000 barrels to
terminate the agreement without cause with notice and
payment of a multiple of gross profit. Number is based
on the timing of the termination.




Written agreement with exclusive territories required.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
given 30 days to submit a plan to correct deficiencies
within 90 days.
Immediate termination permitted upon a wholesaler’s
failure to pay when due after written demand,
insolvency, dissolution, conviction of a crime that
would adversely affect its ability to sell beer, an
attempted transfer without approval, fraudulent conduct
in dealing with the brewer, license loss for more than 31
days, or sales outside the territory.
Termination must be in good faith and supported by
good cause.
Good cause exists if the wholesaler failed to comply
with reasonable and materially significant requirements
of the agreement that are legal and do not discriminate
as compared with the requirements imposed on or
enforced against similarly-situated wholesalers.
Good faith means honesty in fact and the observance of
reasonable standards of fair dealing in the trade, as
interpreted under Iowa’s Uniform Commercial Code.

Iowa Code §§ 123A.1 to
123A.12








Kansas






Agreements must be in writing.
Exclusive territories, filed with the State.
Termination must be for reasonable cause.
Must file written termination notice with the agency at
least 30 days before the effective termination date.

Kan. Stat. Ann. § 41-410

Kentucky



Written contract, designating exclusive territories, filed
with the State.
Good cause and good faith required for termination
Termination upon written notice and reasonable
opportunity (60 to 120 days) to cure.
Grounds for termination include insolvency, felony
conviction, fraud, license loss for more than 31 days,
sales outside of the wholesaler’s territory, and
ownership change without consent.

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§
244.585; 244.602 to
244.606

Written agreement required.
Exclusive territories.

La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§
26:801 to 812





Louisiana
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Maine







Maryland







Massachusetts








Termination upon 30 days’ notice, with termination
ineffective if the wholesaler produces a plan for
corrective action within the notice period that will cure
the defect within 90 days.
Immediate termination permitted for numerous
contingencies, including a wholesaler’s insolvency, loss
of license, conviction of a serious crime, or fraudulent
conduct towards the brewer.
Termination for good cause only.
Good cause includes wholesaler’s failure to comply
with a reasonable and material term of the agreement.

Exclusive territories, filed with the State.
Termination requires at least 90 days’ notice, plus a
reasonable time to cure.
Immediate termination permitted upon wholesaler’s
bankruptcy, loss of license, or conviction of a serious
crime.
Termination must be for good cause.
Good cause does not include a change in wholesaler
ownership, but includes a wholesaler’s loss of license,
insolvency, or failure to substantially comply with
reasonable and material terms of the agreement.

Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit.
28-A, §§ 1451 to 1465

Exclusive territories.
Termination upon 180 days’ notice, with 180 days for
the wholesaler to cure any deficiency.
No notice required to terminate for a wholesaler’s
insolvency.
Termination must be for good cause.
Good cause always includes a wholesaler’s loss of
license.

Md. Code Ann., art. 2B,
§§ 17-101 to 17-107

No refusals to sell after six months of regular sales.
Termination upon 120 days’ notice to wholesaler and
the State.
Termination may be suspended upon wholesaler’s
request, pending a hearing before the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Commission.
Pending bill (as of April 2014) would allow for a
quicker hearing by the Commission.
Termination only for good cause.
Good cause limited to wholesaler’s disparagement of
the brewer’s product, unfair preference of a competing
brand, failure to exercise best efforts, encouragement of
improper practices, or failure to comply with contract
terms.

Mass. Gen. Laws. ch. 138,
§ 25E
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Michigan









Minnesota







Mississippi








Missouri





Written agreement with exclusive territories.
Termination upon written notice, with the wholesaler
having 30 days in which to submit a plan to cure
deficiencies within 90 days.
Termination upon 15 days’ notice is permitted upon a
wholesaler’s fraud in dealing with the brewer, sales
outside its territory, or sales of goods known to be
ineligible for sale.
Immediate termination is permitted upon a wholesaler’s
insolvency, loss of license for more than 60 days, or
conviction of a felony.
Termination by the brewer must be in good faith and for
good cause.
Good cause is established by a wholesaler’s failure to
comply with reasonable and material contract terms.

Mich. Comp. Laws §§
436.1401; 436.1403

Exclusive territories.
Termination requires 90 days’ notice, during which time
the wholesaler may cure deficiencies.
Termination upon 15 days’ notice permitted upon the
wholesaler’s insolvency, loss of license, or violation of
a significant law.
Termination must be for good cause.
Good cause does not include a change in brewery
ownership, but includes a wholesaler’s loss of license,
bankruptcy, or failure to substantially comply with
reasonable and material terms of the franchise
agreement.

Minn. Stat. §§ 325B.01 to
325B.17

Written contract and exclusive territories required.
Termination upon 30 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
given 30 days to submit a plan to cure deficiencies
within 90 days.
Immediate termination is permitted for a variety of
contingencies, including a wholesaler’s fraudulent
conduct towards the brewer, insolvency, loss of license,
or failure to make payments according to established
credit terms.
Termination must be in good faith, for good cause.
Good cause exists when the wholesaler fails to comply
with reasonable and material provisions of the
agreement, the deficiency arose within the past two
years, and the wholesaler failed to cure.

Miss. Code Ann. §§ 67-71 to 67-7-23

Written agreement required.
Exclusive territories presumed unless otherwise
provided for by written agreement.
Community of Interest must exist for there to be a
franchisor-franchisee relationship per Missouri

Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 311.181
to 311.182; 407.400 to
407.420
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Montana







Nebraska













Beverage co., Inc. v. Shelton Bros., Inc. 669 F3d 873
(2012). The court found no relationship because
wholesaler’s sales of importer’s products never exceed
1.16% of wholesaler’s annual sales, its name was not
used in marketing, and it made no sizable investments
particular to the importer.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice.
Immediate termination upon criminal misconduct, fraud,
abandonment, insolvency, or issuing an NSF check.
Termination requires good cause.
Good cause includes failure to comply substantially
with essential and reasonable terms of the parties’
contract, bad faith, or wholesaler’s loss of license for
more than 31 days.
Written contract, filed with the State.
Agreement must include a list of mandatory terms, and
designate exclusive territories.
Termination upon 60 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
given a reasonable time to cure deficiencies.
Mandatory term in every contract includes a procedure
for the regular review and correction of wholesaler
deficiencies.
Termination must be for just cause or in accordance
with brewer’s contract terms, as applied equally to all
wholesalers within the State.

Mont. Code Ann. §§ 16-3217 to 16-3-226

Written agreement required.
Exclusive territories, filed with the State.
Termination upon 30 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
given a reasonable opportunity to cure deficiencies
within 90 days.
Termination upon 15 days’ notice permitted in certain
circumstances, including a wholesaler’s fraudulent
conduct towards the brewer, sales outside its territory,
failure to pay according to the agreement’s terms and
after written demand, and intentional cessation of brand
business for more than 31 days.
Immediate termination permitted upon the wholesaler’s
insolvency, loss of license, conviction of a felony, or an
agreement to terminate.
Termination must be in good faith and for good cause.
Good cause includes a wholesaler’s failure to comply
with reasonable and material provisions of the contract.
Good faith means factual honesty and the “observance
of reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing in
the trade,” as interpreted by the Uniform Commercial
Code.
Wholesaler is obligated to maintain clean taps, adhere to
the brewer’s freshness program, and comply with other
reasonable written quality control standards.

Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 53-201
to 53-223
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Nevada










New Hampshire









New Jersey









New Mexico



Exclusive territories presumed, but non-exclusive
franchise permitted if specified in writing.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with 60 days to cure
deficiencies.
Termination upon written notice after wholesaler’s loss
of license for more than 31 days, insolvency, conviction
of a felony, fraud toward the brewer, sale of beer to an
unlicensed retailer, failure to pay according to
agreement and seven days after demand for payment,
attempt to transfer without notifying the brewer, or
discontinuance of the brewer’s brand.
Termination must be for good cause.
Good cause means either the wholesaler’s failure to
substantially comply with essential and reasonable
requirements of the agreement or the wholesaler’s bad
faith acts in carrying out the agreement.
Brewers selling less than 2,500 bbls. within the State in
a calendar year are exempt from the good cause
termination requirement.

Nev. Rev. Stat. §§ 597.120
to 597.180

Written agreement.
Exclusive territories.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with wholesaler
given a reasonable time to cure deficiencies.
Immediate termination permitted upon the wholesaler’s
insolvency, loss of license, conviction of a serious
crime, willful breach of a material provision of the
franchise agreement; attempt to transfer business
without notice to the brewer, fraud, or failure to pay
account upon demand.
Termination only for good cause.
Good cause generally includes a wholesaler’s loss of
license, insolvency, or failure to substantially comply
with the brewer’s reasonable and material requirements.

N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§
180:1 to 180:12

Exclusive territories required unless dualing prior to
March 1, 2006.
Written agreements required.
Termination upon written notice and 120 days to cure
Immediate termination upon insolvency, felony
conviction, fraud, license loss for more than 31 days,
intentional sales outside of the wholesaler’s territory, or
transfer of business without consent.
Good cause required for termination.
Good cause means a wholesaler’s failure to substantially
comply with a reasonable term of the nondiscriminatory franchise agreement.

N.J. Rev. Stat. §§ 33:193.12 to 33:1-93.20

Exclusive territories permitted, and must be filed with

N.M. Stat. §§ 60-8A-1;
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New York
















North Carolina





the State.
Termination must be in good faith, for good cause.
Good faith means factual honesty and observance of
reasonable commercial standards under the
circumstances.
Good cause includes a wholesaler’s failure to
substantially comply with essential and reasonable
contract provisions, or bad faith actions.
Good cause does not include wholesaler consolidation.

60-8A-2; 60-8A-7 to 608A-11

Written agreements required.
Termination for cause upon written notice, with
wholesaler given 15 days (or more by court order) to
submit a plan to cure deficiencies within 75 days.
Time for corrective action may be limited by a
wholesaler’s prior failure to satisfactorily cure
deficiencies, or if the brewer’s product makes up less
than either 1,000 cases or 1/2 of 1% of wholesaler’s
total purchases.
Wholesaler can demand that brewer supply it with a
written plan for curing deficiencies.
Immediate termination permitted upon a wholesaler’s
insolvency, conviction of a felony, loss of license for
more than 31 days, fraudulent conduct towards the
brewer, failure to pay monies due under the agreement,
acts constituting grounds for termination under the
agreement, or under a written agreement to terminate.
Upon 15 days’ notice, a brewer may terminate a
multiple brand wholesaler within 120 days of a
competing brewer’s loan to or acquisition of an interest
in that wholesaler.
Termination only for good cause.
Good cause includes the brewer’s implementation of a
national or regional consolidation policy (upon 90 days’
notice) that is reasonable, nondiscriminatory, essential,
and disclosed in writing, or the wholesaler’s failure to
comply with a material term of the franchise agreement.
Termination based upon consolidation requires payment
of to wholesaler of “fair market value” of wholesaler’s
lost business.
Small brewers (annual volume less than 300,000 barrels
and sales to wholesaler 3% or less of wholesaler’s
annual business) may terminate an agreement without
good cause upon payment of fair compensation to the
wholesaler.

N.Y. Alco. Bev. Cont.
Law § 55-c

Exclusive territories, filed with the State.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with wholesaler
given 45 days to cure.
Immediate termination permitted upon the wholesaler’s
insolvency, loss of license for more than 30 days,
conviction of a serious felony, fraudulent conduct in
dealing with the brewer, failure to pay for delivered

N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 18B1300 to 18B-1308
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North Dakota







Ohio










Oklahoma



beer, or transfer of the business without notice to the
brewer.
Termination requires good cause.
Good cause means a wholesaler’s failure to comply with
contract terms that are reasonable, material, and not
unconscionable or discriminatory.
Good cause does not include a change in either brewery
ownership or the right to distribute the brand, sale or
transfer of brand rights to a successor supplier, a
wholesaler’s failure to meet performance standards if
imposed unilaterally by the supplier, a wholesaler’s
establishment of a franchise agreement with another
supplier, or a supplier’s desire to consolidate franchises.
Small brewery (fewer than 25,000 barrels) exception
allows for termination absent good cause following the
fifth business day after confirmed receipt of written
notice and payment of fair market value.

Written contract with exclusive territories required.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
having 90 days to rectify deficiencies.
Immediate termination permitted upon the wholesaler’s
insolvency, loss of license, or significant violation of the
law.
Termination must be for good cause.
Good cause does not include a change in brand
ownership, but does include the wholesaler’s loss of
license, insolvency, or failure to comply with reasonable
and material obligations of the agreement.

N.D. Cent. Code §§ 5-041 to 5-04-18

Agreement must be in writing.
Exclusive territories.
Termination upon 60 days’ notice.
Termination without notice permitted upon wholesaler’s
insolvency or loss of license for more than 30 days.
Termination must be in good faith and for just cause.
Good faith requires fair and equitable business dealings.
Just cause cannot include the failure to perform an
illegal act, the restructuring of a brewer’s business, or
the transfer of a brand.
A wholesaler must act in good faith, properly represent
the brewer, adequately serve the public, and protect the
brewer’s reputation and trade name.

Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §§
1333.82 to 1333.87

Franchise law applies to “low point beer” (not more
than 3.2% ABW).

Okla. Stat. tit. 37, §§
163.2; 163.18A to
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Oregon









Pennsylvania









Rhode Island





Franchise protections do not apply to suppliers
producing fewer than 300,000 gallons of low point beer
per calendar year.
Written agreement, designating exclusive territories.
Good cause required for termination.
Must provide written notice of termination and 60 days
to cure defects.
Immediate termination upon written notice permitted if
wholesaler engages in unapproved sales outside its
designated territory, fails to pay upon written demand,
insolvency, loss of license for more than 14 days, felony
conviction, violation of a serious law, business transfer
without approval, fraud, or ceases to do business for five
business days.

163.18H (for “low point
beer”)

Agreement must be in writing and filed with the State.
Exclusive territories required.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
given 30 days to submit a plan that will correct any
deficiency within 60 days.
Immediate termination upon written notice permitted
upon the wholesaler’s insolvency, loss of license for
more than 31 days, conviction of a felony, fraudulent
conduct towards the brewer, substantial
misrepresentations to the brewer, or for certain
unapproved assignments of rights under the agreement.
Termination requires good cause, with the brewer acting
in good faith.
Good cause exists where the wholesaler fails to comply
with a reasonable and material term of the agreement.

Or. Rev. Stat. §§ 474.005
to 474.115

Pennsylvania brewers are exempt from the franchise
law’s provisions if they do not designate a distributor as
a primary or original supplier and had not done so
before 1980.
Written agreement, filed with the State.
Exclusive territories.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with 90 days to cure
any deficiencies. If a deficiency relates to inadequate
equipment or warehousing, a wholesaler’s positive
action to comply with the required change satisfies the
cure provision.
Immediate termination permitted upon a wholesaler’s
insolvency, fraudulent conduct towards the brewer, or
loss of license for more than 30 days.
Termination must be for good cause.

47 Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ 4431; 4-492; 40 Pa. Code §
9.96

Licensed Rhode Island brewers are not considered
suppliers within the meaning of the franchise law, and
are exempt from its requirements.
Written contract required.
Exclusive territories.

R.I. Gen. Laws §§ 3-13-1
to 3-13-12
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Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with opportunity to
cure within the time frame of the notice.
Immediate termination permitted in case of a
wholesaler’s insolvency, loss of license, or violation of
a law significant to the business.
Termination must be for good cause.
Good cause means the failure to substantially comply
with a reasonable requirement of the agreement.

South Carolina





Exclusive territories, in writing, filed with the State.
Termination upon 60 days’ notice.
Termination by either party must be fair, and for just
cause or provocation.

S.C. Code Ann. §§ 61-41100 to 61-4-1320

South Dakota




Exclusive territories, in writing.
Termination upon written notice that gives wholesaler at
least 30 days in which to submit a plan to correct
deficiencies within 90 days.
Termination by written notice is permitted upon
numerous contingencies, including a wholesaler’s loss
of license for more than 31 days, insolvency, conviction
of a felony, or fraudulent conduct towards the brewer.
Termination must be for good cause, and in good faith.
Good faith imposes a duty on each party to act in a fair
and equitable manner.
Good cause means a failure to substantially comply with
terms that are reasonable, material, and are not
unconscionable or discriminatory.

S.D. Codified Laws §§ 358A-1 to 35-8A-20

Exclusive territories for each brand.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
having 30 days to submit a plan to correct deficiencies
within 90 days.
Termination upon 30 days’ notice permitted upon a
brewer’s discontinuance of the brand in the State (which
cannot be reintroduced for one year) or wholesaler’s
conviction for a significant felony.
Termination upon written notice is permitted upon a
wholesaler’s loss of license for more than 60 days,
insolvency, fraud in dealing with the brewer, sales
outside its designated territory, or failure to pay monies
due under the agreement within five days of demand.
Termination must be in good faith, for good cause.
Good cause exists where the wholesaler failed to
substantially comply with essential and reasonable
requirements of the agreement, so long as those terms

Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 57-5501 to 57-5-512; 57-6-104







Tennessee
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are not discriminatory.
Texas









Utah









Vermont







Virginia







Written contract required.
Exclusive territories, filed with the State.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
having 90 days to cure any deficiencies.
Immediate termination permitted upon a wholesaler’s
insolvency, conviction of a serious crime, loss of a
license for 30 days or more, or failure to pay money
when due, after demand.
Termination only for good cause.
Good cause means a failure to substantially comply with
an essential, reasonable, and commercially acceptable
term of the agreement.

Tex. Alco. Bev. Code
Ann. §§ 102.51; 102.71 to
102.82

Small brewers (manufacturers producing less than 6,000
barrels per year) exempted from franchise law.
Exclusive territories, filed with the State.
Written agreement required.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with wholesaler
given the opportunity to cure within 90-day period.
Immediate termination permitted for wholesaler’s
insolvency, conviction or a felony, loss of license for
more than 30 days, or fraudulent conduct.
Good cause required for either brewer or wholesaler to
terminate contract.
Good cause means the material failure to comply with
terms that are essential, reasonable and lawful.

Utah Code Ann. §§ 32B1-102; 32B-11-201; 32B11-503; 32B-14-101
through 32B-14-402

Exclusive territories.
Termination upon 120 days’ notice, with the wholesaler
given 120 days to rectify any deficiency.
Immediate termination permitted upon a wholesaler’s
insolvency, or when the brewer shows that providing
120 days’ notice would cause irreparable harm to the
marketing of the brand.
Termination must be for good cause.

Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 7, §§
701 to 710

Exclusive territories (except where overlaps are caused
by changes in brewer ownership), in writing and filed
with the State.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice and notice to the
State, with a wholesaler given 60 days to provide the
brewer with a plan for corrective action.
Immediate termination permitted in the case of a
wholesaler’s insolvency or loss of license.
Termination requires good cause.
Good cause is determined by the Virginia Department
of Alcohol Beverage Control.

Va. Code Ann. §§ 4.1-500
to 4.1-517
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Washington







West Virginia








Wisconsin











Wyoming




Good cause includes a wholesaler’s loss of license,
insolvency, or failure to substantially comply with
reasonable and material requirements. Presumptively
legitimate requirements include maintaining a brand’s
sales volume, providing services at a level comparable
to that provided by other Virginia wholesalers, and
requiring a brewer’s reasonable consent to a transfer of
the wholesaler’s business.
Obligation of good faith is implied in every contract.
Franchise laws do not cover certain domestic suppliers
producing fewer than 200,000 barrels of beer annually.
Written contract required.
Termination upon 60 days’ notice, giving the wholesaler
60 days to cure any deficiency.
Immediate termination upon a wholesaler’s insolvency,
loss of license for more than 14 days, or fraud.
Wholesaler required to give a brewery 90 days’ notice
before termination.

Wash. Rev. Code §§
19.126.010 to 19.126.901

Written agreement, filed with the State.
Exclusive territories.
West Virginia must approve all new territorial
appointments.
Distributor must be allowed to distribute new brands.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice.
Termination must be for just cause.

W. Va. Code § 11-16-21

Parties must share a “community of interest” before
“dealership” law applies.
Although the “dealership” provisions may not apply,
Wisconsin law specifies the compensation due upon
certain wholesaler terminations.
Written agreement required.
Exclusive territories required.
Termination upon 90 days’ notice, with wholesaler
given 60 days to rectify any deficiencies.
Termination upon 10 days’ notice permitted where
wholesaler is in default on payments under the
agreement.
Immediate termination is permitted upon the
wholesaler’s insolvency.
Termination requires good cause.
Good cause includes the wholesaler’s failure to
substantially comply with essential and reasonable
requirements of the agreement which are not
discriminatory, or the wholesaler’s bad faith acts.

Wis. Stat. §§ 125.33 to
125.34; 135.01 to 135.07

Exclusive territorial agreements, filed with the State.
Termination upon 30 days’ notice, during which time

Wyo. Stat. Ann. §§ 12-9101 to 12-9-119
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the wholesaler can cure with a plan to remedy
deficiencies within 90 days.
Immediate termination permitted upon a wholesaler’s
insolvency, loss of license for 60 days or more,
conviction of a felony, intentional sales outside the
territory, or fraud.
Termination must be in good faith, and for good cause.
Good cause means wholesaler’s insolvency, loss of
license for more than 60 days, conviction of a felony,
intentional sales outside its territory, or failure to
comply with a reasonable and material provision of the
franchise agreement.
Good faith requires honesty in fact and observance of
reasonable commercial standards in the trade.
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Appendix 2
Summary of State Beer Self-Distribution Laws
State

License to Self Distribute

Statutory Citation

Alabama

No

Code of Ala. § 28-3A-6

Alaska

Yes

Alaska Stat. § 04.11.010

Arizona

Yes

A.R.S. § 4-205.08

Arkansas

Yes

A.C.A. § 3-5-1405

California

Yes

Cal Bus & Prof Code § 23357

Colorado

Yes

C.R.S. 12-47-402; C.R.S. 12-47-415

Connecticut

Yes

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 30-16

Delaware

No

4 Del. C. § 512C; Brewpubs at §
512B

District of Columbia

Yes

D.C. Code § 25-110

Florida

No

Fla. Stat. § 563.022

Georgia

No

O.C.G.A. § 3-5-32

Hawaii

Yes

HRS § 281-31

Idaho

Yes

Idaho Code § 23-1003

Illinois

Yes

235 ILCS 5/5-1; 235 ILCS 5/3-12

Indiana

Yes

Burns Ind. Code Ann. § 7.1-3-2-7

Iowa

Yes

Iowa Code § 123.124
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Kansas

No

K.S.A. § 41-308b

Kentucky

No

KRS § 243.157

Louisiana

No

La. R.S. 26:273

Maine

Yes

28-A M.R.S. § 1355-A

Maryland

Yes

Md. Ann. Code art. 2B, § 2-208

Massachusetts

Yes

ALM GL ch. 138, § 19

Michigan

Yes

MCLS § 436.1401

Minnesota

Yes

Minn. Stat. § 340A.301

Mississippi

No

Miss. Code Ann. § 67-3-46

Missouri

No

§ 311.195 R.S.Mo.

Montana

Yes

Mont. Code Anno., § 16-3-214

Nebraska

No

R.R.S. Neb. § 53-169

Nevada

No

Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 369.382

New Hampshire

Yes

RSA 178:12; RSA 178:12-a; RSA
178:13

New Jersey

Yes

N.J. Stat. § 33:1-10

New Mexico

Yes

N.M. Stat. Ann. § 60-6A-26.1

New York

Yes

NY CLS Al Bev § 51; NY CLS Al
Bev § 52; NY CLS Al Bev § 64-c

North Carolina

Yes

N.C. Gen. Stat. § 18B-1104
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North Dakota

Yes

N.D. Cent. Code, § 5-01-11; N.D.
Cent. Code, § 5-01-14

Ohio

Yes

ORC Ann. 4303.02; ORC Ann.
4303.022; ORC Ann. 4301.24

Oklahoma

Yes

37 Okl. St. § 521

Oregon

Yes

ORS § 471.220; ORS § 471.200

Pennsylvania

Yes

47 P.S. § 4-431

Rhode Island

Yes

R.I. Gen. Laws § 3-6-1

South Carolina

No

S.C. Code Ann. § 61-4-940

South Dakota

No

S.D. Codified Laws § 35-8A-8

Tennessee

Yes

Tenn. Code Ann. § 57-5-101; Tenn.
Code Ann. § 57-2-104

Texas

Yes

Tex. Alco. Bev. Code § 62.01; Tex.
Alco. Bev. Code § 74.01 and 74.08

Utah

Yes

Utah Code Ann. § 32B-11-503

Vermont

Yes

7 V.S.A. § 230

Virginia

Yes

Va. Code Ann. § 4.1-208

Washington

Yes

Rev. Code Wash. (ARCW) §
66.24.244

West Virginia

Yes

W. Va. Code § 11-16-6; W. Va.
Code § 60-4-3

Wisconsin

Yes

Wis. Stat. § 125.29; Wis. Stat. §
125.295

Wyoming

Yes

Wyo. Stat. § 12-2-201; Wyo. Stat. §
12-4-412; Wyo. Stat. § 12-5-401
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Topics To Be Covered:
• Critical Considerations When Choosing Names
• Trademark Clearance, Filing , and Protection – Top Mistakes Made by
Attorneys
• Trade Dress and Design Patent
• Alcoholic Beverage Copyright Filing, Registration, and Protection
• Trade Secrets in Brewery and Distillery Law – How, Why, and What to
Protect
• Brewery and Distillery Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure Agreements
• Review Tips: Non-Compete Agreements
• Top Brewery and Distillery Advertising Mistakes – Social Media and More
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A.

Disputes Regarding Beer Names and Trademarks
1.

2.

Purposes of trademarks
a.

Indicate product source

b.

Distinguish products from each other and competitors

c.

Protect company’s investment in its business and brand

d.

Protect consumer expectations of quality

U.S. Breweries continue to increase with a 16 percent growth from 2016 to 2017
a.

B.

Saturation in the market leads to increased trademark infringement
litigation and inter partes proceedings before the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board.

Issues with Protecting Trademarks and Characteristic Beer Bottle Trade Dress
1.

Nearly any matter that distinguishes the source of one product from another can
qualify as a trademark, including, words, designs, color, product configurations,
packaging and containers, sales environments, scents, sounds and touch.

2.

Trade dress generally refers to the overall appearance or image of a product,
including features such as size, shape, color, texture, or graphics. John H. Harland
Co. v. Clarke Checks, Inc., 711 F.2d 966, 980 (11th Cir. 1983). When considered
in the context of breweries, trade dress generally applies to beer bottles, tap handles
or a taproom’s layout or design.

3.

Issues in obtaining trade dress protection include issues with functionality and
distinctiveness.
a.

Functionality: A product or its attribute may not be protected as trade dress
if it serves a functional purpose. The purpose underlying the nonfunctionality rule is to prevent producers from acquiring monopolies so as
to ensure that functional characteristics are available to all competitors in
the marketplace.
i.

Functional means any attribute that makes the product more useful,
or more easily used, or that contributes to the ease or economy of
manufacture or distribution.

ii.

Courts apply two tests in determining functionality: utilitarian
functionality and aesthetic functionality. Under the traditional
utilitarian functionality test, a product feature will be considered
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functional if it is essential to the use or purpose of the article or if it
affects the cost or quality of the article. Inwood Labs., Inc. v. Ives
Labs., Inc., 456 U.S. 844, 850 n.10 (1982). Under the aesthetic
functionality test, a product feature will be considered functional if
it is one, the exclusive use of which, would put competitors at a nonreputation related disadvantage. Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Products
Co., Inc., 514 U.S. 159, 165 (1995).
b.

C.

Distinctiveness: A product or its attribute’s ability to identify a single
source of goods or services, even if the source is unknown. Distinctiveness
may be either inherent or acquired (known as secondary meaning).
i.

Inherently distinctive trade dress is immediately capable of
identifying a source of origin for a good or service. Two Pesos, Inc.
v. Taco Cabana, Inc., 505 U.S. 763, 768 (1992). Courts vary in the
test applied in determining whether trade dress is inherently
distinctive with some applying the same spectrum used for assessing
traditional word marks (generic, descriptive, suggestive, arbitrary,
fanciful), Abercrombie & Fitch Co. v. Hunting World, Inc., 537 F.2d
4, 9 (2d Cir. 1976), and others applying a four-factor test of whether
the trade dress is common or basic, unique or unusual in a particular
field, a mere refinement of a commonly adopted and well-known
form of ornamentation for a particular class of goods or services
viewed by the public as dress or ornamentation, and capable of
creating a commercial impression distinct from any accompanying
words, Seabrook Foods, Inc. v. Bar-well Foods Ltd., 568 F.2d 1342
(C.C.P.A. 1977).

ii.

Acquired distinctiveness is trade dress that has obtained
distinctiveness through use or promotion over time. In determining
whether dress has acquired distinctiveness, courts consider a variety
of evidence, including, consumer testimony, surveys, exclusivity,
manner and length of use, amount and manner of advertising,
amount of sales, number of customers, establishment in the
marketplace, and proof of intentional copying by an infringer.

Trademark Difficulties With PTO Considering Beer in Same Class as Wine and
Spirits
1.

In order to establish a likelihood of confusion, the goods or services at issue do not
need to be identical or directly competitive, but instead merely “related in some
manner and/or if the circumstances surrounding their marketing [be] such that they
could give rise to the mistaken belief that [the goods or services] emanate from the
same source.” Coach Servs., Inc. v. Triumph Learning LLC, 101 U.S.P.Q.2d 1713,
1722 (Fed. Cr. 2012).
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a.

2.

The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board and courts have recognized that beer and
wine and other alcoholic beverages are related. The Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board and the courts’ finding of relatedness is often supported by evidence
demonstrating that the same entity offers both products at issue thereby establishing
that consumers are accustomed to seeing the goods emanating from the same
source.

3.

Clearance searches need to be conducted in order to determine whether a trademark
is available. There are generally two types of clearance searches that can be
performed: (1) a preliminary search and (2) a comprehensive search. Because the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board and the courts are finding that beer is related to
other alcoholic beverages, including wine, a proper trademark clearance search for
a mark that is going to be used in connection with beer needs to include a search of
marks used in connection with other alcoholic beverages, including wine.

4.
D.

The nature and scope of a party’s goods or services is determined based on
the goods or services recited in the application or registration. The
International Class identification “is wholly irrelevant” to a likelihood of
confusion claim. Jean Patou, Inc. v. Theon, Inc., 29 U.S.P.Q.2d 1771, 1774
(Fed. Cir. 1993).

a.

A preliminary search is a quick knock out search of the USPTO’s database
to identify clear problems.

b.

A comprehensive search looks at not only the USPTO’s database, but also
common law uses, such as websites and state databases.

Adopt strong marks at the outset. Stronger marks provide a wider range of
exclusivity and are immediately protectable.

Intellectual Property Infringement:
Distilleries in a Competitive Market.
1.

To maintain trademark rights, trademark owners need to be diligent in protecting
their marks against infringement and misuse by third parties as failure to do so may
diminish the value of the marks.
a.

2.

Difficulties in Protecting Breweries and

Proper protection of a trademark owner’s rights includes monitoring the
marketplace for infringement or misuse of the mark and monitoring thirdparty applications. Trademark owners should develop, and follow, a
trademark enforcement strategy prior to any potential infringement or
misuse.

Formal action to enforce trademark rights include actions before the Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board to oppose third party registrations and to cancel existing
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registrations. The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board can only address registration
of the trademark; it cannot issue injunctions or monetary awards.

E.

3.

Formal action to enforce trademark rights also includes commencing litigation
before the court. Claims may include trademark infringement and unfair
competition. The court may award injunctive relief and monetary damages.

4.

Before pursing formal action, the trademark owner may consider whether the
infringement or misuse may be resolved informally. This could include contact
between the business owners or a cease and desist letter issued by an attorney.

Challenges in Protecting and Copyrighting Brewing Recipes and Processes
1.

Copyright protects original works of authorship. The works of authorship include
literary works, musical works, dramatic works, pantomimes and choreographic
works, pictorial, graphic and sculptural works, motion pictures and other
audiovisual works, sound records and architectural works. 17 U.S.C. § 102(a).
a.

2.

F.

Copyright does not protect ideas, procedures, methods, systems, processes,
concepts, principles or discoveries.

A recipe is a statement of the ingredients and procedure required for making a dish
of food or beverage. Copyright does not protect recipes that are mere listings of
ingredients. However, a recipe that creatively explains or depicts how or why to
perform a particular activity may be copyrightable. If registration is afforded in
this instance, the registration will not extend to the list of ingredients that appear in
the recipe or the underlying process for making the recipe.

Brewery and Distillery Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure Agreements: Hidden Dangers
that Make Them Unenforceable.
1.

Breweries and distilleries that share, receive and exchange confidential information
with and from customers, suppliers and other parties would benefit from and should
implement the use of confidentiality and nondisclosure agreements to protect their
confidential information and data. Effective protection of confidential information
and data, however, includes not only having confidentiality and nondisclosure
agreements in place, but also having comprehensive policies and procedures
regarding confidential information and data.

2.

Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure agreements generally include the following
provisions:
a.

The parties to the agreement (business entities or individuals).
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b.

i.

If a Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure agreement is signed by
someone who does not have the power to execute a binding
agreement, it could potentially invalidate the agreement.

ii.

If the Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure agreement is entered into by
a business entity, it is important to ensure that the correct legal name
of the business entity is used in order to bind the correct party.

The business purpose of the agreement.
i.

c.

The definition of confidential information.
i.

d.

Access to the confidential information may be restricted even within
a business entity, such as, to those employees who have a “need to
know.”

Safekeeping and security requirements.
i.

g.

Generally information that is or becomes public other than through
breach of the agreement, was already in the recipient’s possession
or was available to the recipient on a non-confidential basis prior to
disclosure, is received from a third party not bound by the
confidentiality agreement, or is independently developed by the
recipient without use of the confidential information is excluded
from the definition of confidential information.

Use and access restrictions.
i.

f.

Confidential information should be defined broadly enough to cover
all of the confidential information that may be disclosed and to
identify the type of information that is confidential. However,
confidential information should not be so broadly defined that it is
unenforceable.

Identification of what is excluded from the definition of confidential
information.
i.

e.

Identifying a business purpose limits the disclosure or exchange of
confidential information to the specified business purpose.

The Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure agreement may identify the
manner in which the confidential information is stored, including,
network security protections.

The term of the agreement and any survival provisions.
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i.

h.

Provisions relating to return or destruction of confidential information.

i.

Intellectual property rights.
i.

G.

A Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure agreement may be perpetual or
terminate on a specified date or event. If the agreement terminates
on specified date or event, a set period can be defined during which
the nondisclosure obligations remain in effect after expiration of the
agreement.

Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure agreements generally provide that
the disclosing party retains the intellectual property rights in the
confidential information being disclosed and disclaims any license
to the recipient.

Advertising Breweries and Distilleries: Mandatory Statement Challenges.
1.

The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (“TTB”) defines “advertisement”
as any written or verbal statement, illustration, or depiction, which is in, or
calculated to induce sales in, interstate or foreign commerce, or is disseminated by
mail. 27 C.F.R. § 7.51.
a.

2.

3.

The definition includes any written, printed, graphic, or other matter
accompanying the container; markings on cases, billboards signs, or other
outdoor display; and broadcasts made via radio, television, or in any other
media. Id. Examples include ads in newspapers or magazines, trade
booklets, menus, wine cards, leaflets, circulars, mailers, book inserts,
catalogs, promotional materials, or sales pamphlets. Id.

Advertisements for malt beverages need to include the following information:
a.

Name and address (city and State) of the permittee responsible for the
advertisement; and

b.

Class to which the product belongs, corresponding with the information
shown on the approved label, e.g., lager, ale, stout. 27 C.F.R. § 7.52.

The TTB also identifies what may not be included in advertisements for malt
beverages. See 27 C.F.R. § 7.54 for a complete list of prohibited statements. From
a trademark perspective, the most applicable prohibitions are:
a.

No names that are misleading with respect to the characteristics of the
product;

b.

No statements that are disparaging of a competitor’s product; and
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c.
4.

No statements, designs, devices or representations that are obscene or
indecent.

The TTB monitors the advertising of malt beverages through pre-clearance of
advertising materials, referrals and/or complaints and internal selections for review.
a.

The TTB offers business owners a voluntary, free of charge advertising preclearance service in which the TTB reviews an advertisement for
compliance with applicable advertising regulations.
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Licensing, Labeling, and Regulatory Compliance
James G. Niekamp – Niekamp Law Ltd

The Federal Permit Process
Historically, one had to decide when beginning the federal permit process whether to
submit the application as a hard copy application (using the pre-existing forms), or to use the
new Permits Online system. The Alcohol & Tobacco Tax & Trade Bureau (or “TTB” for short),
has been pushing industry members to use Permits Online since it was created several years ago.
TTB now requires that all new permit applications be submitted via Permits Online,
however they do still accept amendments via paper for applications originally submitted on paper.
Perhaps the greatest incentive to use the Permits Online application is that the program will provide
you with the name of the TTB specialist who is currently reviewing your application. This can be
helpful for follow up and accountability purposes.
An additional issue is that TTB historically required amendments to be submitted in the
same format as the original; i.e., if your original application was submitted as a hard copy, then
any amendments must be submitted as hard copy as well. This can make for a tedious process,
especially when considering the ease of copying and pasting information in the Permits Online
system.
As of July 2018, TTB has been transitioning all paper files into Permits Online internally,
meaning that anyone who previously had a paper permit file will eventually be able to make
amendments to the permit electronically via Permits Online.
As a practical matter, I generally advise all of my clients to submit their paperwork via
Permits Online if possible. Although it is far from perfect, there are simply many benefits
associated with it that are not available for those who continue to utilize the hard copy application
forms.
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The TTB Permit Application Process – What is Needed

I.

Owner-Officer Information/Personnel Questionnaires
Historically, when beginning a permit application, the first administrative action was to

complete the “Owner/Officer Information” (or “OOI”) portion after setting up initial registration.
The OOI is a fairly extensive questionnaire into the history and personal information of an
applicant. An OOI is required for every 10%+ stockholder of a corporation and technically every
member of an LLC (however, TTB generally applies the 10% rule to LLC members). Until
recently, the OOI required information on one’s employment history, residence history, criminal
background, and personal and professional references. Now TTB generally requires enough
information to run an FBI background check on these individuals.
After the changes to TTB’s Permits Online system in July 2018, this process is still required
but has been rolled into a new requirement, whereby every new permit application must also
designate an entity that it falls under. The purpose of this development was to reduce redundancy
for larger industry members which were required to submit the same OOI’s and corporate
documents (outlined below in more detail) for each new location under the same entity.

II.

Corporate/Organizational Documents
In addition to OOI’s for all necessary parties, the applicant must also submit corporate

organizational documents, including articles of incorporation or LLC operating agreement, and a
certificate of filing. The applicant may, but is not required to, submit any tradename registrations.
III.

Lease or Proof of Ownership of the Premises
The applicant must also submit documentation showing evidence of a right to occupy the

space where the permitted activity will occur. Practically speaking, this means that the applicant
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must either submit a deed (if owned) or a lease (if rented). It should also be noted that TTB will
often request an addendum to the commercial lease if they have any concern that the current
lease does not make it explicitly clear that the activity to be conducted is within the purview of
TTB (e.g., TTB will often require a lease addendum which states that the landlord authorizes the
tenant to manufacture or store alcohol).
IV.

Source of Funding Documentation
The applicant must also submit documentation demonstrating the source of funding for

the operations. This can be satisfied by submitting a certified financial statement from the
applicant’s accountant. In lieu of a certified financial statement, TTB will require a loan letter (if
applicable – as well as evidence that the money was actually deposited into the business
account), or TTB may also require bank statements from members making significant financial
contributions to the applicant entity. In recent years, TTB has become less strict on the bank
statement requirements and appears to be requesting these less frequently, but focusing more on
bank names and addresses.
V.

Bond
A bond covering the excise tax liability of the premises has long been a contentious and

tedious step. A TTB bond is essentially an insurance policy covering the applicant’s tax liability
(i.e., it ensures that the government will still collect the revenue if there is any doubt as to
collectability, such as bankruptcy or unqualified losses). There are multiple types of bond
coverage, however, it is recommended to most craft brewers and craft distillers to obtain a “Unit
Bond”, which provides for both “Withdrawal” and “Operations” coverage. “Withdrawal”
coverage applies to the excise tax that attaches to product when it is removed from the “Bonded
Premises” and “Operations” coverage applies the product that is contained within the Bonded
Premises.
Up until January 2017, all permit applicants were required to obtain a TTB bond,
however, this was recently changed due to the passage of the PATH Act. Essentially, the PATH
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Act eliminates bond requirements for DSP’s and Breweries that had an annual excise tax liability
under $50,000 for the prior year, and who reasonably expect to have an annual excise tax
liability under $50,000 for the current/upcoming year. In light of the passage of the PATH Act,
many question whether they need to have a bond, assuming they are under the purview of the
new law.
VI.

Bonded Premises and the Diagram
The applicant must also submit a diagram of the premises and clearly define the bonded

premises. The bonded premises is the area that is covered by the bond, and more specifically, is
space dedicated solely to the purpose of the approved activity (i.e., any space where spirits are
distilled, stored, and bottled must be bonded). Conversely, one cannot have on the bonded area
an activity that runs counter to the approved activity, such as a bathroom or an office. Note that,
of course, a bathroom and office can be included on the DSP or brewery premises, however, it
must be designated as “General Premises” and not “Bonded Premises”. The diagram submitted
to TTB must be surprisingly detailed. Among other things, it typically, must include a compass
rose, the physical address, and the physical dimensions of the building and the rooms within.
Additionally, TTB will often require a layout of the equipment and clear descriptions of the areas
(i.e., “bottling area”, “storage area”, “main distilling area”, etc.). TTB generally also requires that
each piece of equipment is clearly notated with a unique serial number. Note that the serial
number need not be the manufacturer’s serial number, but could also be a random identifier
created by the applicant, such as “Still-1” or “S1”. The name of the equipment on the diagram
does not matter so long as it matches the equipment list, which will be described in greater detail
below.
Lastly, the diagram should clearly note every point of ingress/egress to the bonded
premises. One of TTB’s largest concerns is protection of the revenue, and it is very important to
the agency that the applicant takes the proper measures to adequately secure the bonded premises
from the public. TTB has strict regulations on the type of locks permissible, which is provided in
detail in the Code of Federal Regulations.
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VII.

Process Description (DSP’s Only)

As distilled spirits are a more potent product and are taxed at a higher rate, there are
certain requirements in the permit application process that only apply to DSP’s. One example of
this is the Process Description portion of the permit application. Although rarely scrutinized,
TTB requires that DSP applicants submit a detailed description of each product to be made at the
premises. An appropriate description is generally a paragraph in length and details each step of
the process, from boiling and fermenting the grain, to distilling, aging, and bottling.
VIII.

Equipment List (DSP’s Only)

List of all major equipment used in any part of the process applied for. Must have unique
serial numbers. You can make up the serial numbers, so long as you clearly mark them and are
consistent on them for reporting purposes. Among other things, the equipment listed must
specify the function and capacity (e.g., 200-gallon fermentation tank).
IX.

Types of DSP Permits – Producer, Warehouseman, Processer
When filing in the initial application for a DSP, one must designate which activities will

be covered by the permit. There are three main categories; 1) Production, 2) Warehousing, & 3)
Processing. These categories may be a bit perplexing to one unfamiliar to the industry but they
seek to capture fairly simple activities. First, “production” encompasses the general process of
manufacturing distilled spirits, and basically covers everything from boiling the grain,
fermenting, and the distillation process. The concept of “warehousing” is fairly straight-forward
and includes the process of barrel-aging product for long durations. Lastly, “processing” is
perhaps the more confusing label of the categories, as it generally applies to simply bottling
spirits.
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State of Ohio Permit Process

I.

The A1 Permit
In Ohio, breweries which produce over 31 million gallons per calendar year operate

under the A1 permit. The A1 permit allows breweries to sell beer to consumers for home use
and for sale to wholesale distributors. The A1 permit has an annual fee of $3,906 per year.
II.

The A1C Permit
The A1C permit is issued to breweries which produce less than 31 million gallons per

year. Similar to the A1, the A1C allows for the sale of beer to personal consumers for home use
and for sale to wholesale distributors. However, unlike the A1, the A1C allows for sale to
consumers for on premise consumption. The A1C is not subject to local option, meaning it may
be issued in a dry precinct. The class fee for the A1C is $1,000 per year.
III.

The A3 Permit
The A3 permit allows for the production of alcohol and distilled spirits, and the ability to

sell the products to the Ohio Division of Liquor Control, or to other A3 or A4 permit holders.
The class fee for the A3 is $3,906 per year. If the distillery’s annual production capacity is less
than 25,000 gallons, then the fee is $2 per fifty gallons produced.
IV.

The A3a Permit
Commonly referred to as the “micro-distillery” permit, the A3a permit is available to

distilleries which produce less than 100,000 gallons per year. A unique aspect of the A3a, is that
it allows for the sale to personal consumers for off-premises consumption. This process can be
somewhat cumbersome as Ohio is a “control” state, and therefore the A3a permit holder must
technically act as a contract liquor agency on behalf of the state, and must process an “on-paper”
transfer of the product to Ohio before it is sold to the consumer. The class fee for the A3a permit
is $2 per fifty gallons per year.
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V.

The A1A Permit
Many breweries and distilleries wish to also have a restaurant at which they can sell not

only their beer or spirits, but also alcoholic beverages produced by other manufacturers,
including beer, wine, and spirits. The A1A permit allows for such operations and is available to
A1C and A3a permit holders. The annual fee for the A1A permit is $3,906.00, with renewal
applications being due every year on October 1.
In order to qualify for an A1A permit, the applicant must have separate men's and
women's restrooms and hold a retail food establishment license ("F.E.") or a food service
operation license ("F.S.0.") issued by the local health department. In addition, an A1A permit
cannot be issued in a precinct that is dry for the sale of beer or wine, or spirituous liquor. The
precinct must be wet for the permit issuance.
VI. The State of Ohio Permit Application Process

During the application process, the applicant must complete and submit the following:

(1) DLC Form 4030 or 4032: Corporation or LLC disclosure form. This form is required
to indicate to the Division of Liquor Control all officers of the company, as well as any
individual with 5% or more ownership.
(2) DLC Form 4085: Summary of Tenancy Rights (in lieu of lease agreement). This must
be provided to prove to the Division of Liquor Control that the applicant has the actual
legal right to occupy the premises.
(3) DLC Form 4121: Personal History Background Form for each officer or individual
disclosed on the Form 4030 or 4032. The information contained on this form is used by
the Division of Liquor Control to conduct the background checks outlined below.
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(4) DLC Form 4096: The applicant must also provide an estimate of the total cost to set
up the business and provide the source of those funds. This is accomplished by
completing a Financial Verification Worksheet along with supporting documentation
(most commonly a letter from a bank confirming the existence of an account with the
purported funds).
(5) Fingerprints/Background Checks: All officers and/or owners of 5% or more of the
brewery or distillery are subject to a criminal background check through the Ohio Bureau
of Criminal Identification and Investigation (“BCI”), of the Ohio Attorney General’s
Office. The background check must be accomplished by submitting fingerprints in
accordance with The Ohio Division of Liquor Control’s requirements. Typically, this is
most easily and efficiently accomplished by completing a “WebCheck” fingerprint card,
whereby the applicant can visit a number of pre-approved businesses to have their
fingerprints electronically scanned and automatically forwarded to the Ohio Division of
Liquor Control.
For out of state residents, the process can be a bit more arduous. Out of state residents
must request an exemption from the electronic requirement due to out of state residency, and
then must request hard copy fingerprint cards to be mailed to them to take to a local law
enforcement office. The Division of Liquor Control has a strong preference that the fingerprints
be taken on a BCI fingerprint card, however, they will accept an FBI fingerprint card if the
fingerprinted applicant submits a signed BCI card authorizing BCI to conduct a record check.
Before granting approval, the premises must be inspected by an Ohio Division of Liquor
Control Compliance Officer. The final inspection consists of ensuring that the premises is
“builtout” and ready to begin operations and meets all other requirements. The facility must also
contain at least one toilet facility (i.e., one unisex restroom is acceptable for an A1C permit,
provided that meets all local health department requirements).
The permit will not be issued by the Division of Liquor Control until all of the above
requirements are satisfied and until the applicant provides a copy of the issued TTB Brewer’s
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Notice or Basic Permit. However, it is advisable to begin the State application process before the
TTB permit is issued rather than waiting until after the TTB permit is issued. The Ohio Division
of Liquor Control will process all documents before the TTB Basic Permit is issued, so often
times the permit is ready to issue pending TTB permit approval.
Alcohol Beverage Labeling

I. Certificate of Label Approval (“COLA”)
An approved TTB label is called a Certificate of Label Approval (or “COLA”). A COLA
is required for the product to be sold in interstate commerce. If the product is a malt beverage
and only being sold within one state, it may qualify for an exemption. An applicant cannot apply
for a COLA until after receiving a Brewer’s Notice or TTB Basic Permit.
A. What is Required?
There are two main regulatory frameworks which govern alcohol beverage labels: 1)
TTB laws and regulations for products that require a COLA; and 2) all federal laws which
broadly apply to alcoholic beverages sold in commerce, regardless of whether a COLA is
required. In general, the requirements are outlined below:


Brand Name: A brand name is required to identify the malt beverage. A brand name may
not mislead the consumer about the age (more of an issue for wine and distilled spirits),
identity, origin, or other characteristics of the malt beverage.



Name & Address of Bottler or Importer: The name and address of the bottler or importer
must appear on the brand label. However, the address of the bottler's principal place of
business may be used instead of the actual location where the bottling took place. It is also
permissible for a bottler/importer to use an authorized trade name in place of its usual
operating name, so long as the trade name is on file with TTB.



Class Designation: The brand label of a malt beverage or spirits must contain the class
designation of the product. Examples of class designations are “beer”, “ale”, and “lager”.
o “Ale”, “stout”, and “porter” are classes that must be fermented at a comparatively
high temperature.
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Net Contents: The net contents of a malt beverage container must be stated in English units
of measure (e.g., pints, fluid ounces).



Government Warning: By federal law, this statement is required on all alcohol beverages
containing 0.5% or more alcohol by volume:

o GOVERNMENT WARNING: (1) ACCORDING TO THE SURGEON
GENERAL, WOMEN SHOULD NOT DRINK ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
DURING PREGNANCY BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF BIRTH DEFECTS. (2)
CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IMPAIRS YOUR ABILITY
TO DRIVE A CAR OR OPERATE MACHINERY, AND MAY CAUSE
HEALTH PROBLEMS.


Alcohol Content: An optional statement of alcohol content expressed in percent by volume
may appear on the label for beer (it is mandatory for spirits). Federal regulations require
the alcohol content to appear on the labels of flavored malt beverages that derive alcohol
from added flavors. However, some State laws have their own requirements with regard to
alcohol content statements. You may see “ABV” listed on a beer can from time to time –
this is technically an improper designation, which TTB sometimes approves incorrectly. In
general, the alcohol content can only be stated in one of the following ways:
o
o
o
o

“ALCOHOL (ALC) % BY VOLUME (VOL)”
“ALCOHOL (ALC) BY VOLUME (VOL) %”
“% ALCOHOL (ALC) BY VOLUME (VOL)”
“% ALCOHOL (ALC)/VOLUME (VOL)”



“Lite” Beer Designation:
o A malt beverage may be labeled with a caloric representation (such as "Light" or
"Lite") as long as a statement of average analysis appears on the label. This
statement must include the amount per serving of calories, carbohydrates, protein,
and fat. In addition, a malt beverage may be labeled as "Low-Carbohydrate" if the
label includes a statement of average analysis, and the product contains no more
than 7 grams of carbohydrates per 12-ounce serving.



Formula Approval:
o What is a formula?
 A formula is a recipe:
 It must include a quantitative list of ingredients
 It must include a description of how the product is produced
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It must indicate a total yield or batch size

o When is a formula required?
 Flavors with alcohol are added
 Compounded flavors are added
 Colors are added
 Artificial sweeteners are added
 Agricultural ingredients not listed in TTB Ruling
 For unique, non-traditional processes.
TTB formula approval is rarely required of malt beverages unless there are non-exempted
additives (most commonly compound/artificial flavors) or the product was made in a nontraditional method (such as “ice-beer”). If TTB formula approval is required, TTB will not
approve a COLA until the formula application has been submitted and approved. The formula
process requires a method of manufacturing description, where the permit holder details the
entire production process from beginning to end of a batch, and provides a list of all ingredients
that are used in the production. If the product contains compounded flavors, a Formula
Information Data Sheet (or “FID” sheet) must be completed by the flavor producer. The FID
sheet is a detailed document which provides a parts per million breakdown of every additive in
the flavor.
B. Miscellaneous Labeling Requirements
The label must be readily legible under ordinary conditions and must appear on a
contrasting background (especially so for the government warning). Other than the brand name,
labeling language must be in English, with exceptions for malt beverages bottled for
consumption in Puerto Rico.
C. State of Ohio Requirements
In general, the labeling process in Ohio is pretty straightforward. A brewery needs to
complete and submit a Product Registration form (DLC form 1151), affixing a copy of the label
along with a payment of $50. If the product is exempt from COLA approval, Ohio Division of
Liquor Control allows the brewery to write this information on the form. The Division of Liquor
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Control will send the brewery or distillery a certificate once the form is approved, at which point
you the permit holder can finally start using the label. Historically, the Ohio Division of Liquor
Control takes approximately 30-90 days to approve new product registration applications.
The process for a distillery is a bit more complicated – the distillery must submit a
product registration application with OHLQ (Ohio’s state-run wholesale liquor agency), so that
the state of Ohio can buy the product and sell it to retailers and the public.
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Federal and State Tax Reporting
Requirements

Submitted by James G. Niekamp
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Federal and State Tax Reporting Requirements for Breweries and Distilleries
James G. Niekamp – Niekamp Law Ltd
The alcohol industry is unique in many ways, as the product is both heavily
regulated for consumption purposes, and heavily taxed by both the state and federal
government. Accordingly, the state and federal tax reporting requirements are far more
complicated than many would initially think, and all industry members are required to
keep detailed records of production operations in order to substantiate the taxes which
are reported to the government.

On a fundamental level, the taxation and recordkeeping requirements can be
broken down into three different components:

1. State and Federal Excise Taxes;
2. Reports of Operations (submitted to TTB throughout the year); these numbers
should substantiate the Excise Taxes owed; and
3. Daily Operations Logs, or “batch” records (again, these should substantiate
the data reported in Operations Reports submitted to TTB).

At the Federal level, the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (“TTB”)
regulates federal excise taxes and the Brewer’s Report of Operations (“BROP”) or DSP
Monthly Reports. The BROP must be filed monthly or quarterly, depending on the
taxpayer’s tax bracket, and federal excise taxes are filed annually, semi-monthly, or
quarterly, again depending on the taxpayer’s tax bracket. DSP Operations Reports are
filed monthly regardless of tax bracket.
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A) Brewer’s Report of Operations

As stated above, the industry member is required to maintain daily records of
operations. The entries in the daily records must show dates of events and clearly reflect
details of the transaction.

In some ways, the BROP is an accumulation of data for the reporting period.
Unfortunately, the federal compliance requirements in this regard are geared more
towards larger industrial breweries rather than smaller, independent brew pubs, and thus
these requirements are frequently headaches for smaller breweries that cannot afford a
compliance manager, or the reports are simply ignored. It is not uncommon for smaller
breweries to have never submitted reports, and in recent years TTB has been unable to
police the industry to the extent it normally could, as the total number of breweries has
exploded over the past decade, and is still growing.
Title 27 CFR 25.292 provides the daily record keeping requirements that breweries must
maintain:
1. Each material received and used in the production of beer and cereal beverage;
2. The amount of beer and cereal beverage produced;
3. Beer and cereal beverage transferred for, and returned from, bottling and racking,
or bottled, racked, or removed from the brewery
a. Beer removed for consumption or sale -- the record must show the
removal date, the person to whom the brewer shipped or delivered the
beer, and the quantities of beer removed calculated in kegs and in bottles;
b. Beer removed without payment of tax -- the record must show the
removal date, the person to whom the brewer shipped or delivered the
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beer, and the quantities of beer removed in kegs, bottles, tanks, tank cars,
tank trucks, tank ships, barges, or deep tanks of vessels;
4. Packaged beer used for laboratory samples at the brewery;
5. Beer consumed at the brewery;
6. Beer returned to the brewery from which it was originally removed or from
another brewery that the brewer owns;
7. Beer reconditioned, used as material, or destroyed;
8. Packaged beer used for laboratory samples at the brewery;
9. Beer received from other breweries or received from pilot brewing plants;
10. Beer and cereal beverage lost due to breakage, theft, or other unusual cause;
11. Brewing materials sold or transferred to pilot brewing plants (including the name
and address of the person to whom it was shipped or delivered), and brewing
materials used in the manufacture of wort, wort concentrate, malt syrup, and malt
extract for sale or removal;
12. Record of tests of measuring devices; and
13. Beer purchased from other brewers in the purchasing brewer's barrels and kegs
and such beer sold to other brewers.
Physical Inventories

On occasion, the brewery must also perform a physical inventory. A common issue
is that breweries can sometimes rely too much on their book inventory figures while
completing Reports for TTB, and failing to conduct physical inventories. Unfortunately,
this practice can lead to discrepancies between the inventory listed on the report versus
the actual physical inventory, as typically physical inventories reveal incidental small losses
over time, such as breakage or spoilage.
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The problem is that small discrepancies can “snowball” over a period of years,
which can culminate in TTB conducting an audit, and asking why the Report indicates
there are 8,000 bbls in inventory, but the physical inventory only found 6,000 bbls. If the
industry member cannot explain the difference, TTB will likely consider the “missing” 2,000
bbls as removed without payment of tax, and then assess taxes on it right then and there.
At $3.50/bbl, this would amount to $7,000 in taxes owed, plus penalties and interest.

Losses and Shortages

As stated above, one of the most common recordkeeping mistakes is the failure to
maintain supporting documents concerning losses and shortages.

-

A loss is defined as beer, wine or spirits lost due to breakage, casualty or other
unusual cause.

-

A shortage is “an unaccounted for discrepancy (missing quantity) of beer
disclosed by physical inventory”

-

See 27 CFR 25.11.

Generally speaking, there is no tax liability for explainable losses, but TTB may assess
taxes for shortages. In the event of shortages disclosed by a physical inventory, brewers
must explain the reason for the shortage on the report.

B) DSP Monthly Reports

Similar to a brewery, a DSP must file reports with TTB on a scheduled basis.
However, unlike the BROP, which in some instances may be filed quarterly, DSP’s must file
TTB reports on a monthly basis.
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These reports tend to be more involved than a BROP, and can include more
activities, such as production, warehousing, and processing, depending on the nature of
the DSP. Many DSP’s are required to file all three reports on a monthly basis, which means
over the course of the year, they file 36 reports to TTB, whereas their brewery counterpart
files 4 in that same year.

A common issue is that one employee at the DSP becomes trained and
knowledgeable on the TTB reporting requirements, and then leaves the DSP for a new job
opportunity. In such cases, a new employee is required to immediately take over this
responsibility and start completing and filing reports for the first time. This can lead to
compliance issues, because errors in an initial report can cause all future reports to be
incorrect as well.

Therefore, a good practice is to develop standard operating procedures (“SOP’s”)
so that a new employee can take over compliance obligations in the event of employee
turnover, as well as routinely conducting physical inventories in accordance with TTB laws
and regulations, and conducting internal audits from time to time, to ensure that recordkeeping practices are adequate and compliant with TTB laws and regulations.

DSPs are required to keep daily activity records in accordance with 27 CFR 19.581,
19.582, 19.584. However, these records do not require filing with TTB. With the
requirement that the records are updated daily and are available upon request in either
electronic or paper copy format by TTB. TTB does not require a particular format for these
records. So, the records may be kept as part of the ordinary business transaction provided
they include all information listed in the relevant statute. Please bear in mind that TTB
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expects the daily recorded updated by the close of business each day with the relevant
information.

C) Excise Tax Reporting

Federal law requires every brewer and DSP file a Federal Excise Tax Return (TTB
Form 5000.24, attached herein) with the TTB for each applicable return period, including
when no product was removed for consumption or sale, or even if no product was
produced.

Each return must include full payment of the tax for all product removed for
consumption or sale during the reporting period.

Returns may be filed via paper submission, by mail, or online through the website
Pay.gov. Online submission through Pay.gov requires an account by an account holder
with appropriate authority on file with TTB Permits Online. An individual signing a paper
copy of a Federal Excise Tax return must having TTB Signing Authority for Corporate
Officials in order to sign the form, otherwise TTB will not accept the return.

There are three reporting periods a brewery or distillery may fall under: 1) Semimonthly, 2), Quarterly, or 3) Annually. These periods are outlined in more detail below.

(1) Semi-monthly Reporting Period Returns

Semi-monthly reporting is the default return reporting period unless an industry
member qualifies for the annual or quarterly reporting period. Semi-monthly begins on
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the first day of the month and goes through the 15th day with the next reporting period
covering the 16th day through the last day of the month.
Below are the due dates for semi-monthly Tax Returns for Calendar Year 2022

Return Period

Due Date

January 1-15, 2022

January 28, 2022

January 16-31

February 14

February 1-15

March 1

February 16-28

March 14

March 1-15

March 29

March 16-31

April 14

April 1-15

April 28

April 16-31

May 12

May 1-15

May 26

May 16-31

June 14

June 1-15

June 29

June 16-30

July 14

July 1-15

July 28

July 16-31

August 14

August 1-15

August 29

August 16-31

September 14

September 1-15

September 29

September 16-25

September 28 Non-EFT

September 16-26

September 29 EFT

September 26-30

October 14 Non-EFT

September 27-30

October 14 EFT

October 1-15

October 28

October 16-31

November 14

November 1-15

November 29

November 16-30

December 14

December 1-15

December 29
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December 16-31

January 31, 2023

(2) Quarterly Reporting Period

Pursuant to the PATH ACT, a taxpayer may file quarterly if it did not owe over
$50,000 in tax liability in the prior year, and it does not reasonably expect to exceed
$50,000 of FET in the current year.

The period and due dates of Quarterly Excise Tax Returns for 2022 are:

Return Date

Due Date

January1- March 31, 2022

April 14, 2022

April 1-June 30

July 14

July 1-September 30

October 14

October 1- December 31

January 13, 2021

(3) Annual Reporting Period

A brewery or DSP that reasonably expects to have $1,000 or less in tax liability for
the year and did not owe $1,000 or more in taxes the prior year, may file an annual return
with TTB. If the brewery or distillery exceeds the $1,000 threshold during the year, any tax
that is owed will be due on the due date for a quarterly or semi-monthly filer – whichever
return is applicable.

Common Tax Reporting Issues:


Failing to keep an actual physical inventory of the product.



Failing to keep daily batch records.
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Removing product from bonded premises for storage purposes without paying
appropriate tax at the time of removal.



Failing to make increasing or decreasing tax adjustments on excise tax returns or
reports, for product shortages and overages (TTB generally expects this, and sees
it as a red flag when it does not happen).

D) State Tax Reporting – Excise Tax Issues
(1) Beer & Malt Beverage

All Ohio A1C permit holders who produce less than 9.3 million gallons of beer per
year, are exempted from paying the Ohio Beer & Malt Beverage excise tax. That being
the case, the brewery is still required to make the filing on an annual basis on an ALC-83
tax return form.

Even if no taxes due, failure to make this filing can lead to compliance issues,
including a “tax hold” on permit renewals with the state of Ohio Division of Liquor Control,
or permit transfers. Therefore, it is critical that Ohio breweries stay on top of these tax
reporting requirements, even if nothing is owed.

In addition to the Ohio Beer & Malt Beverage excise tax, Ohio breweries are
required to pay Sales taxes on products sold at retail. Retail sales taxes must be filed and
paid on a monthly basis. Similar to state excise taxes, the failure to make this filing can
lead to compliance issues, even when no taxes are due, including a “tax hold” on the
permit.
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(2) Distilled Spirits Taxes

Excise taxes for high proof spirits in Ohio are treated differently from other
beverages due to the fact that Ohio is a control state. This means that all high proof
spirits are sold to the state of Ohio at the wholesale level.

When the state of Ohio purchases the alcohol from a distillery, the excise taxes
(and wholesale mark-up) is factored into the purchase price. The process for calculating
the taxes owed can be surprisingly complicated and nuanced, and there is no simple rate
like other products have. If the Ohio distillery is selling products other than spirits made
on site, it must also obtain a vendor’s license to report taxes on eligible products.
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Walking the Ethical Line

Submitted by Alfred W.M. Schneble III
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